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Abstract

WELCOME TO THE BRANCH
By Turia R. Pope, M F A
A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2006

Major Director: Laura Browder
Associate Professor, Department of English

Welconze to the Brurlch is a two-act play that investigates issues of cultural differences
in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (or LDS church), more commonly
known as the Mormon Church. Set in modem-day, downtown Richmond, Welcome to

the Hrur~chfollows two very different members of the LDS church as they examine and
try to understand both their religion, in the context of its cultural and social history, and
their place in it. One is Molly, a Caucasian, middle-class young woman fiom Utah, in
Richmond temporarily for her husband's graduate school; the other is Aina, an African
American, single mother living in Mosby Court who has recently joined the LDS
iv

v
church. While Aina struggles for survival and looks for meaning in a church where,
historically, she would not have felt welcome, Molly slowly comes to terms with the
limitations of her o w l sheltered background.
This document was created in Microsoft Office Word 2003.

List of Characters

Molly Young: white mid-twenties Utahn, living outside Utah for the first
time in her life, newly wed to Jack.
Jack Young: white late-twenties Californian, new Ad Center student
Kimball Hansen: white mid-twenties Utahn, medical student.
Ashley Hansen: white mid-twenties wife to Kimball.
Derek Granger: white late-twenties Oregonian, dental student, married with children.
Aina Cox: 3OYs,black single mother, living in Mosby Court.
Davis: black late teens, son of Aina.
Kai: black middle teens, daughter of Aina.
La Trelle: black early teens, daughter of Aina.
3 Friends of La Trelle: black early teens, one carries a baby.
Elder Smith: barely 19, white "greenie" missionary fresh fiom the Provo, Utah
Missionary Training Center (MTC)
Elder Whittaker: white, Elder Smith's senior companion, from Ogden, Utah
Contact 1: black, first contact the elders make while tracting; one person can play all the
doors in different disguises and/or costume.
Contact 2
Contact 3
Brother Madsen (voice)
Brother Colin Blake (voice)
Brother North: White resident of the methadone clinic located across the parking lot
fiom the Branch building; regular visitor of church meetings.

Welcome to the Branch is set in Richmond, Virginia, in the year 2004.

Act One

Scene Orre
,4t Rise: Molly sits orr a can~pchair, s-uvounded by rnovirrg boxes labeled by roonz a~rd
filnctior+"Kitchew, dishes; "Livirrg Room, Books, etc. She is dressed iwfiill
wedding regalia, iincl~ddirtgn~odestdress, veil arrd gloves.
"

"

MOLLY: On my wedding day the line between heaven and earth blurred past all
recognition. Six years of accumulated Young Women lessons, firesides and temple
trips made me think, somehow, it was Satan trying to stop me from getting to the
temple. What a show he put on. The wind blew so hard it uprooted seven of the ten
new trees Daddy planted in our backyard for the reception. When Mom asked him what
we were going to do with seven uprooted apple trees, he just said
Durirrg Molly's last sentence, herfclther; GABE RRUCIEWER, w!alks across stage,
I?oistirlg i i ~ sinal/fr?.rit
o
trees. Just before he renches the other side of the stage, he
turns and calls. as fi to sonzeone off the other side. Molly ~vatcheshinl r~ithlorrging.

GABE: President Hinckley planted trees at every house he lived inMOLLY: They looked pathetic, all white and slender and wet in the yard Daddy'd spent
all summer getting ready for my special day. But it didn't matter. He had Brenner and
Phoebe re-plant them the next day, after Jack and I left for Hawaii. They're doing fine
now.

GABE: We're following the prophet to the tee. Or to the tree, I should say.
He walks offstage, whistlirrg, "Follou~the Prophet. "

MOLLY: By the time Phoebe gets married, they'll probably be bearing h i t . Daddy's
already prepping her: "Okay, Phoebes, so when's the optimum blossom time?"
Nine year old Phoebe walks across the stage, playirrg a harrdheld Gm~zeboy.

PHOEBE (bored and singsong): May, Daddy. April's too tempestuous and June's too
predictable.
MOLLY (to the audience): And August's too hot, usually, which is why thunderstorms
weren't on the list of concerns when Jack and I picked the 1 9 as
~ The Day. Well, that
and Jack had to be out in Virginia by August ~7~ for classes. Which is also why we
ended up with a cliche cultural hall reception, because who thought about reserving a
reception hall as a backup? This is Utah we're talking about, not Louisiana. But the
important thing, Mom said, was that we made it to the temple. And we did. We were
sealed in the Salt Lake City Temple for time and all eternity on August
2004.
Afier years of Young Women lessons, firesides, morality chats and warnings, I made it.
(cor-rectirtg hersem We made it. And even though we just met in April, here we are, in
our first apartment, ready to start our lives together.
She looks mound the boxes.

MOLLY: In Richmond, Virginia.
Molly gets out ofthe chuir, walks to a box marked "Pictl~res, p l l s out uri enormous
fanzily photo of her weddirrg day. Footsteps me heard oflstage, climbirtg stairs to the
crymtnzent 'sfront door. Molly sets the pict~lreor1 the nzirntel.
"

MOLLY: This is exactly what I've always wanted.
As ASHLEY HANSEN xvalks iri, wearing meulborri Bryrin strapped to her chest, Molly
yrrlls o f t h e wedding clothes to revealjearts arid a tee shirt. She ~+~ulks
to .4shley, who
cccrries a large basket with food iri orie harid arid a bug of cleuriing rrcpplies in the other.

MOLLY: Oh, Sister(trying to remember)
ASHLEY: Ashley
MOLLY: Ashley?
ASHLEY: Just call me by my first name. Whenever anyone calls me Sister Hansen I
look for my mother-in-law.
They both lcc~rgh.

MOLLY: Well, Ashley, are you sure you're okay to be here? I heard your husband
saying your baby's only a week old.. .

ASHLEY: Five days. But she mostly just sleeps anyway, and when Kimball said a new
couple was moving into the branch I figured I could at least help clean. Oh, here-

She hnnds Molly the basket, then ~rpcccksthe bag of clearlirlg bottles.
ASHLEY: Dinner. I hope you don't mind, I just split what the Relief Society brought
me. We still haven't finished the first meal they brought when she was born, and they
keep coming-in army portions!

Molly y i c h z.iy ti corrler ofthe decorcitive towel overlqirig the food and looks
~nryrised-it 's cl lot of food She sets it down near a nzicrowme on the floor.
MOLLY: That's a half-portion?

ASHLEY: Half a Richmond Branch Relief Society portion.
MOLLY: Maybe you could tell the Relief Society President to stop the meals, if you've
got enough.
ASHLEY (laughing): I am the Relief Society President!

At this news Mol[v looks sxrprised. While they talk, they clenr+~w~eeyingthe floor;
wlipiuig ~xrfaces,u'alls, etc.
MOLLY: You 're the Relief Society President?
ASHLEY: I know, trust me, I didn't think you could get that kind of calling in your
twenties.. . but.. .welcome to the branch. Small numbers, sparse pickings for callings.
That's why we always get so excited when a new couple moves in. You guys moved
here from Provo, right?

Molly nods.
ASHLEY: Ah, good 01' Brigham Young University.
MOLLY: Miss it?
ASHLEY: Are you kidding? Best time of our lives, but you couldn't pay either of us to
go back.
MOLLY: Really?

ASHLEY: Sure. We like the excitement.. .and the missionary opportunities.. .and the
fUn of living outside of Utah. Especially downtown. A lot of members move out to the
wards in the suburbs-you know, because they feel more comfortable out there. But
living here, in the branch.. .you'll feel much more usehl and needed.
MOLLY: I guess so.
ASHLEY: First time living outside of Utah?

Molly r~ods.
ASHLEY: You'll get used to it. Then you'll love it and won't ever want to go back.
It's an experience totally unlike anything you've ever had, I promise.

Molly looks unconvinced.
ASHLEY: The Branch makes a traditional ward seem almost.. .boring. You'll see.

Noises of nzen gnmtirig arid nzovirig a Iurge object ofstage. Both lvonzen turn to see
L4CK YOUNG, KLMBALL H4NSEN arld DEREK GRANGER nzariiyulale a baby grarid
piano into the apmbnent. J~rckwecrrs blackjemis and ti buttoui-douw shirt ~.i!ith
Jcq~ar~ese
characters ori thefiorit; Kjnzball cmd Derek wear b b e jeans and tee shirts.
Molly n~shesover to thenz, gettirig in the way with her coricer7i that they treat it gerrtly"cmefill, " "wlatchthat comer, etc.
"

JACK: Molly, I don't think we could possibly do any more damage to your baby than
we did getting it around that banister downstairs.

B e other nzen laugh, while Molly looks ho~rorstruck.
JACK: Relax, honey, I'm sure a nice solid hit now and then only improves the sound
quality.. . now, if you please.

J c ~ kindicates with his headfor her to get out ofthe wcy.
JACK: Over by the window?

Jack nods at a spot just a fm4f feetfrom where they starid with the piano.
MOLLY: No, she can't be near an outside wall, especially in this humidity. How about
here, by the fireplace?

Molly points across the stage, where the majorip of boxes are stacked. Kinzbull m ~ d
Derek exchar~geexhausted looks. Jack tzrrris back with url apologetic expressioil.
JACK: Right, mates, we can't have her exposed to the elements, can we? Then we
might have to replace her with a full-size grand, and I don't think any of us would be
able to get that through the lobby.

The nzen start nzovir~gthe boxes out of the w 0 q clearirtg a path for the piano.
ASHLEY: Molly, is there some place I could nurse her?
MOLLY: Sure, let me show you the bedroom.

Molly and Ashley exit ort the opposite side of the stage.
KIMBALL: So, Jack, did I hear you're an ad student?

Jack grurlts in r e s p s e , struirring with his side ofrhe yimo.
KIMBALL (to Derek): Don't get many of those around here, do we? Mostly just med
and dental students.
DEREK: Yup.
KIMBALL (to Jack): How long's the program?
JACK: Two years.
KIMBALL (exchanging glances with Derek): That'd be nice, huh? Two years and then
bam! Out making money in the real world!
JACK: Something like that.

Theyfall into silence us tlwy corltirlue moviulg and reurru~lgi~lg
boxes.
KIMBALL: Hey, you play ball?
JACK: Basketball?

Kinz bull nods.
JACK: Sometimes. I'm not really good.

ISMBALL: You should come out and play some time. We're just getting ready to start
up the season and we're short a few men.. .knee surgeries, you know how it goes. Last
year we almost won the stake championship.
DEREK: Yeah, we were robbed.
KIMBALL: Totally robbed.

Juck rrods, but it's clear he hns no intentior)of nzeetirig then1for ball. They stmt movirig
the piarm, which is dzficult arid heuvy. Periodically they take breaks to rest.
Molly ret~lrrisd~rrirlgone of their breaks with a box ofpoysicles.

MOLLY: How about a little refreshment?
She hmds each nzan apopsicle. Kinzbnll and Derek share the piurlo bench, eating their
popsicles. Jack starids o f u wtqs. Mol[v sets the enly? box down, then begins
orgartizirrg the boxes irl the room ~vhilethe nzerr talk.
KIhfBALL: Man, this is just like the mission. Moving heavy objects in the blistering
heat.
JACK: This heat's something else--

DEREK: Seemed like I spent halfmy mission moving investigators or members in and
out of apartments.
KIMBALL: My mission president finally made it a rule that missionaries couldn't help
move members, but by then I only had a month left.
DEREK: Where7dyou serve again?
KIME3ALL: Argentina. You were in Denmark, right?

Kinzball enzphasizes the Spcuiish yron~rrcicitioriof "Argentina, lmge q~iuntitiesof spit
ir1cl1~ded.
"

DEREK: No, Mexico, man.

Derek, too, ei?zphnsizesthe Sycinish prommciatiun of "Mexico. Molly perks rip,
keeyirrg url eye on Jack di,~ririgthis corrversatiorl.
"

WLIIBALL: That's right, Mitchell went to Denmark. (tlrrni~lgto Jcrck) Where'd you
serve?
JACK (clearing his throat): Actually, I didn't serve a mission
Both Derek and Kinlball react uith surprise, them try to cover it ~ r with
y forced
rronchalmce. Molly, bbeirrd Kimball arrd Derek at this poirrt, glares at Jack arid throws
her hmds 1'13, as if to s q , w t h t are ymt doirrg:? Jack ignores her arid eats his yoysicle.

DEREK: Oh. Yeah, I had a cousin who couldn't go on a mission-he
problems.

had health

KIMBALL: Me too.
They look at Jack, who rreither cortfir~nsnor derries whether he had health yroblerns.
The silence lengthens. Molly rolls her eyes, walks over to the other side of the room
crrrd begirts organizivtg boxes there-forcefirlly. They begin movirrg the yicrmo again,
firrally getting it to the spot Moltv picked out. They stand around, wipivrgforeheads, etc.
Kiniball lz;ft,sthe cover cnrd touches the keys lightly.

KTMBALL: Hey Molly, you any good?
Molly looks fry, c-tbo~.rtto crrr~7.tler,b~rtJack breaks irr before she has GI chmce.

JACK: Yeah. She got her Master's in piano performance.
Molly sets a box down with partic~llarforce arrd glnres at Jock
JACK: Well, almost.
Molly folds her m z s . A becrt. Jcrck looks at Molly, then at Derek arrd Kimbull.

JACK: Technically, she still has a semester to go, but she's basically done.
KIMBALL: Sweet, we need a piano player in the branch. Right now we're just singing
along to a Mormon Tabernacle Choir cd on Sundays, and it's kinda depressing.
JACK (to Molly): Maybe you'll get called to play the piano for sacrament.

KIMBALL: Oh, she'll get called to more than that.
DEREK: Yeah, more like three or four callings. Sacrament, primary, Relief
Society... (to Mol2yl You'll be playing piano all three hours of church.

MOLLY: I haven't really played in awhileKIMBALL: Well that shouldn't stop you fiom playing for the Branch!
MOLLY: We'll see, I guess.. . boirrtedly, to Jcrck) How's the moving going?

JACK (annoyed): Just one more load to go..
The nzerr exit. Sm,lnd of footsteps descendirrg a stnircase.
MOLLY (to the audience): What's a girl supposed to do when she graduates from BYU
without her MRS Degree?

MotZy's mother, SOPHL4 RRUCKNE& walks across the floor ccmyir~garr irgarrt or1 one
hij?, a bag of basketbulls in one hand and tulkirtg or]the phone.
SOPHIA: Honey, don't worry, you'll be fine. You could serve a missionMOLLY (to the audience): And gain twenty poundsSOPHLA: Or you could get your master's! Why don't you do that, honey? Stay there,
stretch out, enjoy your education as long as you can!

Oflstcrge, Molly's brother FR,5DDYJsvoice is hemd.
FREDDY: Put it out, put it out, quick! Mom's coming!
SOPHIA: Oh, gotta g-I
think Freddy found the matches again! I swear, that child
can figure out every lock known to man-

Sophia r1.1shesoflstage.
MOLLY: So why not put fifteen years of piano lessons to good use? It was just a farce,
really-a stalling tactic to elongate the marriage eligibility quotient. When I met Jack,
there was no question of finishing. And yet.. .

She walks over the piar~o,Zfls the lid, sits andplqs Mozart's Rondo Alla Turka fiom
K33 1,fast awdji~rious.
r4shledvi?zovesq~tietl'yonstage, blqvirrg her baby orr orre shoulder. She watches Molly
uriseerl, pnttirrg her bnby 's back softtl_vrrroularid then.
ASHLEY: You're really good.

Molly stops imnzediate2y.

ASHLEY: Was that Beethoven?

MOLLY: Mozart.
ASHLEY (to the baby): There you go, darling. That was a good one. (toMollyl it's
funny how we praise them for doing everything we discourage our husbands doingfarting and burping in public.
MOLLY: Probably because our husbands need so little encouragement.

Loud noises idetltrb the rnen n~ovirrg~ipthe stair ccrse with another hecny object. Jack
walks or~stugec q i r t g cr box ~yuirrg. Kinzbull arrd Derek follo~vbehind with a mattress.

JACK: Mol, does it matter whether the bed's near an outside wall?
MOLLY (dryly): I think in this heat it h~zsto be near an outside wall-that's
window unit is.

where the

The men take the box syri.ug and mattress oastuge.

MOLLY: Looks like that's everything. Are there any places close by I can order pizza
for everyone?
ASHLEY: You're sweet, but we've got to get going. I still have a few sisters to visit.. .
In fact, I should probably see who's next on my list.. .
Ashley pulls out mr errormolls Relief SocieQ birder decorated with stickers cirld colored
papersfroln her purse idiaper bag arrd corrsrrl~sa page.

ASHLEY: Let's see...oh, hey, you live just a few blocks fiom Aina Bridges.
The boys retilrri. Jack u~~Zks
over to Molly as he talb, slirrgirlg arl urm ctro~lndher.

MOLLY (to Jack): How nice, we live near some members-

ASHLEY: Almost-member. She's getting baptized tonight. The missionaries tracted
into her a few months ago, but it's taken her awhile to follow the Word of Wisdomyou know, those habits can be pretty hard to kickKIMBALL (rolling his eyes): Especially crack.
.4skIey glares at Kimbcd; Molly looks sli??~rised.

MOLLY: As in, crack cocaine?
ASHLEY (trying to do damage control): Well, it's not uncommon for investigators to
have.dabbled in various drugs.. .all in the search for happiness, right?
KIMBALL: She ran a crack house, Ash.
ASHLEY: And gave it up to join the Church!
Doesn't that show amazing faith? I mean, that
was her family's main source of income!

MOLLY: A lvhnt.7

Ashley looks to Molly arid Jackfor ~zpport.Jcrck looks ruary, Molly looks hon.z$ed
ASHLEY (to Molly): So...do you think maybe we could visit her together sometime?
It'd be just great for you two to get to know each other. You could be a real support to
her.
MOLLY: Um.. .well...I guess. How close to us does she live?
KIMBALL: Don't even bother. Ashley's just kidding herself, thinking that this
woman's even going to show up to church.

ASHLEY (warningly): Kimball .
KIMBALL: Well, how long have you been Relief Society President? C'mon, Ash,
these people don't cl9artge. They either do the revolving door thing-baptized into the
Church and never back another Sunday-or they're just in it for the welfare and get all
bent out of shape when we suggest they have to actually work for the food they get from
us. They're just used to living off the government, having everything handed to them,
and they'll continue doing that until the day they die. (to Jack) Our tax money at work,
man.

Jack looks in dispst at Kimbcrll, while Derek nods irr agreemer~t.Molly 2ooks.fronz
Kinlball to Ashley, riot sure ~vhoto believe.

ASHLEY (to Kimball): Finished? (to Molly) Don't let Mr. Sourpuss get to you. He's
just bitter because he invested a lot of time and effort into a convert a few months back
and feels like it was a waste of time.
MOLLY (to Kimball): Why?
ASHLEY: Oh, the convert's not attending church anymore.
KIMBALL: Because he's in prison, Ashley.
ASHLEY (in a sing-song way) You never know the difference you make by sharing the
light of the gospel with someone. Even if they don't seem to embrace it at first.
Jack, tired of listenirlg to them, checks his watch.

JACK: Right, well.. .we better get unpacking.
ASHLEY: Yeah, I guess I better get going. Sister Jackson broke her hip last week, and
I promised to drop by. (toMollyl I'll give you a call, then, about visiting Aina. Maybe
next week?
MOLLY: I guess so.. .I'll be applying for jobs, so can we do it in the evening?
ASHLEY: Well.. . it's better if we visit during the day
MOLLY: Why?

ASHLEY: Aina lives in Mosby Court.
Molly shnlgs, riot krio~vir~g
what that meclris. Ki~~zball
arid Derek exchange looks.

ASHLEY: Mosby Court-the

projects.

Molly shakes her head and looks at Jack, who shrugs nor~con~mittcrl[v,
thozlgh he
doesrr 't necessariZy hiow what it is either.

KIMBALL (laughing): Whew, you are fresh off the boat, aren't you?
ASHLEY: Knock it off, I didn't know what they were either, when we first moved here.
KIMBALL: Well honey, you're from Wvonzing. They don't even have houses there, let
alone housing projects.. .just log cabins, right?

ASHLEY (to Kimball): Very finny. Like you knew what they were either. (toMollyl
Anything ending with "Court"-Mosby Court, Gilpin Court, Whitcomb Court-is a
government assisted housing projectKIMBALL: More commonly known as The Ghetto.
ASHLEY (glaring at Kimball): Our local church lezders have asked thzt women not go
there, at night, without priesthood holders.
MOLLY (uncomfortably digesting this news): Oh.. .okay.. .
ASHLEY: But we're still safe to go there, especially during the day.
The silerrce stretches as Molly casts dor.lbtfi~llooks at Jcrck. Ashley tricks her binder
back into her bag, them begiris the ler~gth,vprocessofputtirig t17e baby carrier bccrk on,
theti wlra~irig
ar~dstrapyirrg the baby mito her chest.

MOLLY (to Derek and Kimball): Well, hey.. .do you two want some pizza? You did
most of the heavy lifting anyway.
KIMBALL: Oh, thanks, but I've got a big test Monday morning and (chechrrg his
watch) just a few hours left to study for it.
JACK (blankly): But today's Saturday.
Molly elbo-rusJack, who l o o h at her with a "what:)" expressiorr.

KIMBALL (slowly): Right, which means torr,~rrov~'s
Sunday.. .
JACK (understanding): Oh, you mean you don'tKIMBALL: We don't study on Sundays.. .that whole, keeping the Sabbath day holy
thing.
MOLLY: We try not to. But sometimes, especially with advertising.. .well, Jack has to
do it sometimes. (to Jack) But we try not to, don't we, honey?
Jack shrugs his shoz,llders. Silerjce for a lorrgfew seconds.

KIMBALL ( t Ashley):
~
You ready?

Ashley nods. Derek arrd Kimbull move q~iicklytowards the door. Molly midges Jack,
who igtlores her. She elbows him crguirr hca'er;$rtally he stepsfo?~+~urd,
reaching a
harrd out.
JACK: Hey, thanks again. Sure appreciate your lending us your brawn for awhile.

Kin~trnllarid Derek enc.4 slwke hutids with Jack.
DEREK (mumbling): No problem, no problem.. .
KDNBALL: Yeah, happy to do it.. .

Ashley givesMol[v a or~eannedh ~ g .
MOLLY: Well, it was nice to meet all of you.
ASHLEY: Molly, you're in the South now. It's y'all.

Everyone Imghs, b~.itnot sirrcerely.
ASHLEY: Let's get together soon. We'll have you over for dinner.
JACK (too exuberantly): Looking forward to it!

Jnck and Molly wave as the three exit. Steps heurd as they descend downstairs. As the
footsteps$~de, Molly turrrs to Juck
MOLLY: I can't believe you.
JACK: What?
MOLLY: You know.
JACK (imitating Kimball): "We don't study on Sundays. That whole keeping the
Sabbath day holy thing." That right there is the number one reason I'm glad we left
Utah. hh-lease!. What a bunch of Peter Priesthoods.
MOLLY: They were nice. There was no reason for you toJACK: Of course they were rrice. They're Mormon! It's part of the Mormon code,
right up there with "thou shalt consume large quantities of green jell-0" and "thou shalt
own a wheat grinder."

lWolly tries to inten-~ptbrlt soorr rec~lizeshe 's on a roll m d begiris ~rrpackirtgthe
"Ilryack First" box.
JACK: And "thou shalt not watch Rated-R movies."
Molly proceeds to place cr rlunzber of Iccygefiames wrapped in to~.t~els
ozit of the box,
igriorirrg him.
JACK: Or drink caffeinated beverages. Or wear two-piece bathing suits.
Molly rolls her eyes but corjtinzres urpnchrrg.
JACK: And apparently Kimball's favorite, "thou shalt talk about your mission on a
daily basis." Even if you served over a decade ago.
MOLLY: You're being ridiculous.
JACK: What? I'm the ridiculous one? Can't you see it's all just a ridiculous game they
play, a game all Mormons play.. ."where were you married?'is code for, "Did you get
married in the ten?;lle?" "Where'd you serve your mission?'is code for, 'LI)zdyou serve
a mission?" It's all just a verbal dance to find out who's more righteous than whom, so
everyone knows where we all fit on the ladder to the celestial kingdomMOLLY: But these people are ourfiierlds, or would be, maybeJACK: Molly. We're in sad shape if those are the kind of people we look to for
friendship. We'd die of boredom!
IvlOiLY: Okay, so they're a little.. .stiff.
JACK (immediately): Then what does it matter if they think I didn't serve a mission?
MOLLY: We're not in Utah anymore. You heard them, we're in a branch-not
ward.

even a

JACK: So?

MOLLY: So, they might be the best we're going to get. ,4t least for ::ow, while we're
here.
JACK. Trust me, even in these desperate times, compatibility will out. Friendship is
not in our future with them. And even if it was, whether I served a mission or not

should be of no concern to them.
MOLLY: But you did. Why pretend you didn't?
JACK: Think of it as a human study. We can see how open they are to unorthodox
Mormons. Do they dance around the topic of missions? Do they give me a courtesy
calling, like "assistant to the greeter," or do they give me a calling to inspire leadership
and commitment, like elders' quorum president? Do they try to "feilows'r~ip"me in the
elder's quorum? Do they try to worm why I didn't serve out of me? Their minds have
to be racing right now, trying to figure out why I didn't serve a mission when it's
commanded that d l males serve a full-time mission at 19-worthiness? Health
reasons? Lack of a testimony? C'mon, Mol, you thought it was hilarious back at BYU.
MOLLY: Yeah, well that was different.
JACK: How?
MOLLY: I don't know, it just-seemed
the right word arid fails) not funny.

funny then. Now it's just.. .(she searchesfor

JACK: Oh, please. I served the mission, didn't I? I wore the tag, I did the tracting, I
obeyed the commandment. I did my time.
They study each otherfor a long nzonzent. Mollyfifinallybreaks the stme by hying to
sippress a smile.

JACK: A-ha. See, you still think it's knny.
MOLLY: I do not.
She presses her lips tight together, in ar1 effort to sape a laugh.

JACK: What was that, then?
MOLLY: I had.. .chapped lips.
Jack gives her a 'yeah, right" look, then stop; he has a nzischievm,tsidea. He recches
ir~tohis pocket arid~n~lls
oz.rt, slowly, n tribe of kbselivre chap stick.

JACK: Oh, really? Because I happen to have some of your fdvorite chap stick, iight
here, you know.. .
'4s he zrrrcnys the c h q stickMolly gets n look offezpled horror on her firce.

MOLLY: No, no, I'm okay, I licked my lips. They're fine.
Jack applies the chap stick to his lips, crrourrd arrd arol~nd,pl~ttirrgulm,too niztch orr.
Molly gives a y l q $ ~ lye@, arid begirrs nirinirig mJq.He chases her morirrd the room,
scrai?zblirrgaround boxes arrd dodgirrg the yillo~t~s
rags etc. that Molly throws at him.
The-v lazigh, shriek, t.hreatem, mid so forth dz~rir~g
the chase. Final& he catches he?;
holds her down cnrd bsses her h o d , smearing his 1 ~alls over hisface. Then,for good
mea~~dre,
he takes out the tube, uncaps it mid squirts a lirie all m o ~ ~ wher
d lips.

JACK: Now that was funny.
He gets ofjher arid she sits, s l o ~ ~w@irig
ly
the Vaseline oflherface, disg~~sted
and
dclighttrd.

MOLLY: I beg to differ.
She rubs the accl.imubted Faseline irr her harid onto his head, smeuririg it throzlghout
his hair.

MOLLY: Thcrt, however, was hilarious.
Jccck rec~ches
for his hair in mock horror as Molly giggles.

JACK: You'll notice, of course, that I'm not laughing.
He recrchesfor her, jnlllir~gher infor a lorrg kiss. They break, them kiss again. Jack
yr~llsback, wigglirig his eyebrows at her, then irrdicatirig the bedroom side of the stc~ge
with his head. L1401&folds her m?ss, a snzall.but serious s??siIeow her face.

MOLLY: How about we apply that energy to unpacking?
JACK: What?
MOLLY: So we have somewhere to sleep tonight? We've got church tomorrow, and
it's earlier than we're used to.
JACK: What? How could you possibly know that already?
MOLLY: Ashley says sacrament starts at 10 am.
JACK: You already asked about church?

Molly gives hinz art, "of cmdrse, exyressior~.
"

MOLLY: How were we supposed to know when and where to go if I didn't ask?
JACK: But we just got here. Don't we get a week off, or something?
MOLLY: Ha, ha.

She star~dszdp, stretches, then looks cn-oundfor a box to ~drpack.Shejrlally sees the one
~?zmked"zirpnckfirst " and beginspz4llir)gozrt toujel-u~r~ppedft.a~?zes.
Soo~iu large
stuck stur~dsriexl:to her. Jctck, ~mearnvhile,l q s down on the floor and groans
thefirst fpcmze. It is a picture
periodically. Molly ignores him, and takes the to~velofl
of the First Presidency of the C h ~ l r c L t h c~rrrent
e
LLISprophet and his two cmmselors.
Molly p B s u harr~merand nuilfrorn the box, therr begiris lookirigfor a ylczce to hclt~g
the pictzrre, stepping over Jack irr the process. Jnck grubs her leg.
JACK: How about just sacrament?
MOLLY: Jack!
JACK: I don't even know where my church clothes are. 1'11 probably have to go in
shorts and sandals!
MOLLY: Then why don't you start unpacking?

She pulls her leg mlt of his graby and steps orito the other side of him. She begirls
hcinrmerivig the wail into the wall directly facing the aztdierrce.
JACK: Do we have tv hang that in our front room? It looks so.. .Mor.njon.
MOLLY (with nail in her mouth): Last time I checked, we were Mormon.
JACK: Yeah, but we don't need that to be the first thought that comes into people's
heads when they come into our apartment.

Molly prlls the nail out of her nzozrth mid looks at Jack, snzilirig.
MOLLY: Wculd you rather the bedroom?
JACK: Ew, no, I don't need the prophet overseeing our bedroom, thank you.
MOLLY (smiling deeper): The bathroom?

When Jnck orily grimaces in reply, Molly finishes hzmerirrg the nail. Mearnvhile Jack
for the
looks crourrd arid, spotting the bclsket of food, wpalks towards it. He finds crplz~g
microwave arrd begiris heating the food. Molly hangs the pictzrre. She adnlires her
workfor afelv secorids, therr trivr~sback to Jmk.
The microltravebeeps; the food is done.

JACK: Do you really want n e to tell them the truth?
Molly considers, rolls her eyes, thew shnigs. She walks back to the pile o f h m e s and
begins urrwrappirig the next one or1 top. Lightsfade except ow Molly, who speaks to the
audience.

MOLLY: He was the catch of my singles ward, the guy every girl hoped would be
assigned as her home teacher. He stood out because he removed himself from the silly
things we all do that don't matter. He didn't play the singles game. You know? He
just sat back and laughed at everyone else racing to the altar. And when we went on our
first date I thought, "Wow, I'm being enlightened!" He seemed so wise, so witty, so
magical, the way he put everything I thought I was supposed to be doing into
perspective. And when we got engaged? Everyone in our singles ward was shocked.
They thought I was too goody goody for Jack to stand for an eternity. Or that Jack's
subversive streak was too wide for me to handle.
'

Molly holds the picture up. It's a large photo of Jack and Molly on their weddirrg day,
posing irr fiorrt ofthe Salt Lake Temple.

MOLLY: I thought they were jealous. The girls, at least.
She pits theJjzn?zedolvn curd looks at Jack, then at the uzldierice.

MOLLY; This is exactly what I've always wa~ted.
Lights do~+~ri.

Scerie Two
The nex? Szlrrday
Richmond Brnr~chFast arrd Testimony meeting, Grace Street Chapel.
The stage is set as the congregation, ~vithrows of metalfold-try chairsfacing the
audience, which is where the "podii~m
" of this chirrch is. Elders Whittaker crvrd S~nith

starid in the entry d o v e to one side. They greet arid shake harids nspeople enter the
chcayel. People illill arourld, cor~versir~g,
fir~dir~g
seats and wavirlg tofriends. They m e
front all walks of lrfe-sonze dressed irr their Snridq best, seine in workout ~ u ~ e aand
ts
srleakers. some in cas.rial clorhes.
The hymn "The Spirit of God" plays soft& iri the bockground.
Juck urld A401ly enter the chapel by r t p qof thefoyer, a small pace to orre side ofthe
stage bound on either end by glass doors. It is rellzovedfr-on1the corlgregation. Jack
wears a pink shirt wtithloud tie urld g r q smit. Elder Smith reachesfor Molly's h m d

ELDER SMITH: Hi, I'm Elder Smith, I'm new!
MOLLY: Molly and Jack Young. We just moved here from Utah
ELDER SMITH: Utah, huh? What part?
MOLLY: Provo.
Elder Snzft.4 moves to shake Jack's k t d .

ELDER SMITH: My aunt lives in Provo. Do you know Leslie Wilcox?
JACK: I'm actually from California. She's the one from Utah.
ELDER SMITH (turning to Molly): Oh, well do you know her?
MOLLY (rolling her eyes at Jack): We both lived in Provo for awhile, but Jack doesn't
want anyone to think he' sfionz Utah. And no, we don't know her. Sorry.
ELDER SMITH: How about the Nelson family? I knew an Elder Nelson in the MTC,
he was from Provo.
MOLLY (shaking her head): Sorry.
ELDER SMITH: Oh., well, I guess there are lots of members in Provo, huh?
Molly nods ~ymyntheticnlly,but Jack seems arinoyed. Elder Whittuker reaches out to
shake Molly 's harrd.

ELDER WHITTAKER: Elder Whittaker. Welcome to the Branch. Where did you
folks move to?

MOLLY: Church Hill.
ELDER SMITH: Oh, you must be the new couple Sister Hansen was talking about. Are
you on (checkirig dcy yla~iner)2 1' Street?
JACK (nodding): Just off Marshall.
ELDER SMITH: Great, because we just baptized a woman that lives near you, on
Mosby Street.. .
MOLLY (remembering): I think Ashley mentioned something like thatELDER SMITH: Perfect, Sister Hansen already talked to you about it. When's best for
you?
MOLLY: Sorry-when's

best for what?

Elder Whittaker glures ut Elder Stnith.
ELDER 7NHITTAKER: We usually try to teach new member discussions with
members, preferably ones that live close by. We wondered if you would be willing to
sit in on the discussions when we teach her.
ELDER SMITH (hurrying to explain, looking at Jack): You don't have to do any
teaching or anything, just be there-you know, a Eriendly support system.
MOLLY (worried): In our house or hers?

JACK: Guys, I'm going to be super
busy with school-

ELDER WHITTAKER (to Molly): Well, usually we'd prefer to teach in your home, if
possible, but we've been teaching Aina in her home for a few weeks now and I think
she might feel more comfortable if weELDER SMITH (to Jack): But you could spare an hour or so, couldn't you?
MOLLY: Is it. . .safe?
JACK (to Molly); Of course you'd be safe, Molly, you'd be with the missionaries. (to
the missioriuries) Doesn't the Lord protect His servants with a super bionic shield when
they're set apart?
Elder Whittcrker lmdghs.

ELDER SMITH: But Brother Young, we'd need you to go too. We can't teach single
women without a member present.
Molly and Jnck exclznrrge griilty looks. For dzferent reasorrs, neither of them look too
excited at the prospect of sitting in on the disctissions with sonleone they've never met.

MOLLY (to Jack): Well, maybe we could do one...your classes donTt start for another
couple weeks.
Jclck begins shnkir~ghis head ~!r!til
Kinzball walks ~iy,w1earirtga bowtie. He carries his
baby irl one cnnl arid mr enomlous scripture bag in the other. Kimball slaps Jnck ori the
back.

KIMBALL: Hey, you crazy kids, good to see you here! (noticing Elder Smith) Hey,
new elder! (reachesfor Elder Sinit!?).
ELDER SMITH: Elder Smith.
KIMBALL: Kimball Hansen. Welcome to the branch. Talk to my wife, we'll have you
two over for dinner some time this week.. .
ELDER WHITTAKER: Oh, we saw her at branch council this morning. She already
invited us for this Wednesday.
KlMBALL: Great! (slcrpyirlgforehead). Wait, Wednesday-basketball!
make it an early dinner, is that okay?

We'll have to

ELDER SMITH: She mentioned you'd need to leave by seven, so she asked us to come
at 5.
KTMBALL: She's always one step ahead of me. (tzirriirjg to Jack) Hey man, you
coming this Wednesday? I can pick you up, if you need a ride.
Jack looks betweerr the elders arid Kimball, ~veighirrghis options.

JACK: Actually, I think I'm going to be sitting in on a new member discussion,
(L~.irrlirrgto the elders) right, elders?
ELDER SMITH (blankly): But you saidELDER WHITTAKER (getting it): Right, Brother Young. We'll be at your house at 7
pm?

KIMBALL: Yeah, okay. Get some missionary experience in there, huh?
He elbows Jclck kriol.tfirigly,who nods unconlfortably.

JACK: Right.
KIMBALL: Cool. We'll catch you later, then.
Kilnball catches sigh ofso~?zeoneelse, waves cnrd walks may.

ELDER SMITH: Great, Brother and Sister Young-we'll

see you Wednesday!

Jnck arid Molly riod, then make their 1.t1ayto some seats near the middle.

MOLLY: Jack, are you sure we should go with the missionaries?
JACK: Are you crazy? No way.
MOLLY (conhsed, looking back at the missionaries): But you saidJACK: I know what I said, but trust me-somethirig

will come up.

He elbows her h~io-ruirrgly
at "'sornethir~g.
"

MOLLY (laughing): But what about that woman, her discussions?
JACK: Do von want to go?
Molly corisiders, then shakes her head.

JACK: Of course not. We don't even h o w her. We'll call the missionaries, later.
Mollv nods, relieved. She looks mound the corigregatiow as they settle into their seats.

MOLLY: Does the congregation seem. . .different here?
JACK: What do you mean?
MOLLY: There just seem to be a lot of.. .different kinds of people here.
JACK: Such as?
MOLLY: Well, I've never seen anyone wear sweats to church before, for one.

JACK: Ah, I see. So "different" is your new euphemism for "not Utah"?

Molly looks arigry, brrt as she leans over to respond the yrelt~denz~isic
fades arrd she,
nlorig with the rest of the corigregation, sits at atterrtion. Brother Madsen's voice conzes
over a lozrd speaker crrid everyorre watches the '>odi~m~"
as he $peaks.
BROTHER MADSEN: Welcome to the Richmond Branch sacrament meeting of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. We will open today's meeting by singing
hymn number 2, 7ke Jpirit of God, after which Brother Collin Blake will offer us an
opening prayer.

7he corigregatiorr operis their hymn books arid sirrgs the hynzn, brit very softIy so that the
enmirlg dialogit: is the maill fociis.
Molly learis over to Jack,Prypirig through the h+v?nnbook tojind the correct page while
~vhi~pering.
MOLLY: I didn't say anything was wrong with it, I just said it was dzferertt.
JACK: Well then. Point taken. A congregation in Richmond, Virginia is different than
a Provo, Utah one. A very true observation.

Molly glares at him, holds rip the h*vmnbook mrd begirts sirgirrg. Jack lcnlghs,prrts his
mrll aroimd her arrdjoins in. A monzentpasses, then Molly leans in.
MOLLY: I guess I just thought thatwhen we came to church, maybe we'd see more
people like us.. .
JACK: You mean like us, or the Jell-0 molds over there?

Jack indicates the Harrsen 's with his head, who are sittirrg on thefront row1.Ashley
be ems a neat, prim dress. She upavesat Molly, mmrtlzirig, "Dinner tonight?" She holds
the baby irl one arm arid the hymn book with the other. Molly giggles, then elbo~vshim.
MOLLY: Stop being so judgmental.

BROTHER NORTH, dressed irr mi old ari'ily shirt and green beret, st?rn?blesdown the
aisle arid sprccu~lsinto the seat next to Mol[y, ccn~sirrgher to m i l ofSiri discomfort. She
edges closer to Jack.
JACK (laughing): Oh, I'm the judgmental one?

Molly igrrores hini urjd rejoirrs the sirrgirrg. J c ~joiris
k
irr after a nioment.
Brother North learrs over to Molly. He makes no eflort to whisper, or loltler his torre.

BROTHER NORTH: Nice day, isn't it?
Molly gives a quickjerk of the head brrt corrtirl~iessirrgirg.
Brother North pills another cigarette mitfrom his pack and tries aguitr.

BROTHER NORTH: Hey, gotta light?
Molly looks at the cigcrettepuck in disbeliex then shakes her hecld with GI "cre ,vo~r
crmy?" look on her face.
Brother North r1,rnlnzngesin his pocket mrdfinally produces a lighter.

BROTHER NORTH: That's okay, I found one-my

trusty Vietnam torch.

Brother North places the cigurette iri his nzmdth arrd holds 71pthe lighter. Molly nudges
Jack.

MOLLY (to Jack): Do something!
As Brother North lifts the lighter to his cigarette, Jclck reuches over arrd tolfcheshis
shorilder.

JACK: Hey, not here, okay? You can go outside if you need to smoke.
BROTHER NORTH: Ah, lighten up. (la~rghsnrrd rrudges Molly) Get it? Lighten up?
Brother North corrtinues lcnrghirrg, lmrd curd rmrestmined, but pits the lighter nr4,ay.
Molly forces cnr urrconzfortable smile arrd scoots ever1 closer to Jack.
The hymnflrrishes. After a brief silence, the corrgregation ~vatchesthe '>odiumDagain.
Everyone folds their arnzs mrd COLLlN BLAKE can be heurd over the l o ~ speaker
d
clecririg his throat and then yrqirrg.

COLLIN BLAKE: Our father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.
Head bowed and mnzs still folded, Molly tilts her head, as fi to hecw better.

COLLIN BLAKE: Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, in earth, as it is in heaven.

Molly cracks one eye open urld peeks at the 'Poditm~.
"

COLLIN BLAKE: Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive us our debts, as we
forgive our debtors.
Molly opens both eyes irr dismcy urrd co~ijiision.J72e nudges J c ~ k .

MOLLY: Jack, is this theJACK: Shh!
MolIy looks at Jtrck, therijolds her mms arid bo~wsher head again, obviol~sly
u'isgnmtled.

COLLIN BLAKE: And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. For thine is
the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever, Amen.
n e cor1gregatiovi nz11rmztrs upr amen. Molly looks mozrnd at eve?yone,as if to see what
their reactiorr is, then lems in to Jack.

MOLLY: Was that the Lord' s prayer? Did he just say the Lord's prayer for the
invocation?
JACK: Shh, not so loud.
MOLLY: That's not how we pray. Is that even allowed? Why didn't somebody stop
him?

JACK: Molly, you can't stop someone in the middle of a prayer, can you? Maybe he's
a new convert and didn't know how to pray, so he just did what felt most comfortableMOLLY: If he didn't know how to pray, why did he get asked to do the opening
prayer?
Jmk looks T . ~ Jat the 'podi~~n?"
and hushes MolIy, who settles down 6.1~t
~~r~witlirtgly.
Over the speaker, Jim ~ v l e speaks.
r

BROTHER MADSEN: Before we begin preparing for the sacrament, we have a few
announcements. First, we'd like to remind everyone about our Branch Fish Fry to be
held this Saturday, here at the branch building, at 2 pm. Remember to bring a side dish
and an appetite. The fish will be provided, as always, by Brother Adam Chambliss.

The corigregcrtiori rrtstles in excitement.
BROTHER MADSEN: Next, I'm happy to report that we had a beautihl baptismal
service last night for Aina Bridges, whom many of you have gotten to know over the
past month or so that she's been investigating the church. We'd.now like to invite Aina
up to the front of the congregation so that we can confirm her a member of the church...

Brother ,Madsen 's voice dies down arrd the missioncrries, Iookirig.mo~~rrd,
firrally look
towards the podi~tnzin puzzlenzent, heads shaking.
BROTHER MADSEN:.Well, looks like Aina wasn't able to come to Church this
Sunday. Hopehlly, we can confirm her next week.. .

Elder Snzith cowtiwz~esto scan the cor~gregatiomhopefl~lly,bzit Elder Whittaker looks crt
the ground, dejected.
BROTHER MADSEN: Lastly, President Bridges has asked that I report on the progress
of one of our young women, Danean McGriff, who is still in the hospital recovering
from a gunshot wound sustained at a birthday party last week. She will be having
surgery tomorrow morning, and has asked to receive a priesthood blessing beforehand.
Any two priesthood holders that are able to help with the blessing tonight, please
contact me or President Bridges for her room number and information.

Moltv looks in honor at the yodi~trn,them mozrrrd at the cortgregation, as ifgarrgirrg
their reactiorr to this mitimmcemetrt. The cor~gregutiortd o e ~ n't respond mtrch; Ashley
Iearis over arid whispers to Ki~nball,who nods arid raises his harrd.
BROTHER MADSEN: As Brother KimbalI Hansen has just volunteered to help, we
need only one more volunteer. We will now prepare for the sacrament by singing hymn
number 194, "There is a Green Hill Far Away," after which the priesthood will bless
and pass the sacrament.

The congregation o p n s their hymn books and begiris sirrgirrg. Molly tztrrts to Jcick, who
also looks ~rtrprised.
MOLLY: Gunshot wound?

Jack shrugs.
MOLLY: Someone got shot:)
JACK: Molly, keep it down.

MOLLY: Someone in the branch that we just moved into got shot with a @trr and all
you can say is, 'keep it down?'
Brother North lecrurs over arrdpats Mol[v or1 the shoulder.

BROTHER NORTH: It's okay, my buddy, he got shot in Vietnam. They're doing
miracles now, really. Like, he's got this leg that's all metal, it's far-outM o l [ ~ ~ ~ i n cand
h e stlzrrts on Brother North.

MOLLY: Don't toltch me!
JACK: Molly! Calm down!
MOLLY: No, ymz. calm down. I can'tShe looks around the corlgregation, crt Brother North, then to Jack.

MOLLY: I just can't do this.
Molly places the hqmrr book orr her seat, steps over Brother North tmd ~vulksto-rutrds
the exit.

JACK (loud whisper): Molly? Where do you think you'reJack looks crour~dthe corgregcltion. therr settIes doww irrto his seat, embarrccssed.
MollJj enters thefoyer as the hynztl dies dowrr. She stops, lipset that Jack htrsrl 't
follo-rued her. Lights sholild foc~ison thefoyer arid din2 on the cortgregation as the door
shlrts behirid her. Drrirrg thefollowirtg irrterchurrge, the corrgregatiorr ~uillgo throlrgh
the motions ofpssirrg partcrkirrg of the scrmn~ertt;firstbread, therr water. passed in
silver ?rqs by nlerr in slits.
Molly luaits, ~vatchirrgthe corrgregatiort through the door. She makes a moven~erttlike
she's about to operr thefoyer door to re-enter the chapel, but stops when the o~itside
door to thefoyer operrs.

AIM COX walks irrto thefoyer throlrgh the outside doors, hurried and dressed irt neat
blit worn dress pants and blouse. She cltrtches a box of Krispy Kren1e.s irr orte harrd.
AINA: Did I miss it?
MOLLY: Miss what?

AINA: The confirming thing, did I miss it?
MOLLY: The what?

Mollv scans Airla z.rp and do~tn,looks out at the cor~gregntiow,then buck to Ainu with
u r~derstcwdirtg.
MOLLY: Oh, wait, you must beAINA (nodding at the door): 'Scuse me?

Airm gestirres at the door, of which Molly still stmtds inftont.
MOLLY: Wait a minute, you can't go in right now. They're passing the sacrament!
AINA: They are? I didn't miss it?

Airla moves to open rhe door. Moltv rushes to block her.
MOLLY: You've got to wait until they're done!

Aina studies Molly, as iffor thefirst time.
AINA: Who are you?
MOLLY: I'm.. .I'm Molly. Young.
AJNA: And don't you look it.
MOLLY: Excuse me? (understanding) Oh, no, Young-that's

my last name.

,4irla looks rminlyressed. She looks over Mol[v's sholllder,folders her urnzs, shotus
im~patierlceas Molly speaks.
MOLLY: So, I heard you just got baptized.. .congratulations. How-how

was it?

AINA: Good.
MOLLY: I remember when I got baptized, I felt so special. My mom made me a
beautiful white dress to wear after I changed from the font. I felt so clean.. . and.. . and
pure.. .

Mot@falters as Aina nzakes IIO effort to "shore" the memory with her. Molly glc~rices
ont the door at the corlgregatior1. The men me nav passirig truysfiIled with water in
tiny crdps.
MOLLY: Well anyway, it looks like they're passing the water now, so you should be
able to go in soon.
AINA: And who are you to say when I can go in?
MOLLY: Don't you know you're not supposed to.go in when they're passing the
sacrament?
AINA: Why not?
MOLLY: Because you're supposed to utclituntil they've finished before you go in, if
you're late. Hey, weren't you supposed to be confirmed today? Why are you late,
anyway?
AINA: None of your business.

Airia ckrtches the Krispy Krenze box arid moves cn-o~lnd
Molly.
AINA: Now can you move so I can get in there?
MOLLY:+Wait,they're not finished-

fie wlorneristrziggle for a miriute, uritilflrlaI[v the Krispy Kremc box t r ~ ~ ~ ~tobthe
les
gr011rd arid n f m l d m g h n ~ ~ b f oor~f,
l l The I.tlonlerl step q n r t .
AINA: Now look what you did! And they were fresh, too!
MOLLY: I'm sorry, here, let me.

Molly shakes herseg. m d beginsyickirlg rty-the dmrghwl~tsardpz~ttivlgthem back iwto
the box.

AINA; Don't bother putting them back, I don't want nobody eating the dirty ones.
MOLLY (at first distracted, embarrassed, then abruptly disbelieving): I really am sorry,
I don't know what got into me-wait, did you say these arePes/z.? Did you.. .did jiou
brcv these todqv?
AINA: Yeah.

Molly looks cortfirsed, like she ~z~urits
to ask more, but then decides to refrain. -4iria
notices her reaction.
AINA: Why?
MOLLY: Well, it's Suria'ay.
AINA: So?
MOLLY: You're not supposed to-buy anything on Sunday. It's part of keeping the
Sabbath day holy.

Molly sfcmds z q holdirig
~
the box. Azrra tnkes it oz~tof her hands.
AINA: How about you worry over your Sabbath, and I'll do the worryin' for mines.

Airia ytrshes past Molly and lvalks into the sacra~neritroom.
Scene Three

A few nloriths later
Ymrrlg Living Room, early evenir~g
Molly sits on thefloor, back agoirst the sofa, airrourided by birders, piles of papers,
yens and high lighters. A huge 1 7 z a p of the City of Richmorid on a b~llletimrcsts next to
Molly, also agairrst the sofa. Blue arid redpush pins dot the map. Ashleypaces the
jloor, baby o?rslzoutder, corrmltirrg miother bir~der.But11wonzerl look tired-it 's been a
lorlg meeting. Other than the meetitigparayhertinlia, the apartmerrt is immac~rlatetre~lt,clear1 arid ti+ ir1 every ~~~uypossible.
ASHLEY: Okay, so we've got how many sisters left?

Mol[vfliys throzrgh sonze papers, p~rllsowe out @ridglnices over it.
MOLLY: Three actives, two inactives. But I just don't think we can assign any more
out, Ash-we're already averaging 6 sisters a visiting teacher. And almost nobody has
a visiting teaching partner.
ASHLEY: I know, I know. But we've got to get our visiting teaching percentages up. I
was mortified at our last branch council--even the elders' quorum had better numbers
than we did!

MOLLY (joking): Yeah, but they count passing the person in a church hallway as a
visit.
ASHLEY: Molly, I can't remember a time when my visiting teaching numbers have
been below fifty percent.
MOLLY: We're doing the best we can. But the issues we're dealing with-I mean, half
the sisters don't have reliable transportation, and more than half live in neighborhoods
we're not supposed to visit alone.
ASHLEY (shrugging and sighing, as in, "what can you do?"): Welcome to the Branch.
So, who do we have left to assign?
MOLLY (consulting a binder): Tyasia Smith, Eunice Tann and Siban
Kilpatrick. . . (lurighs to herselJ3
ASHLEY (looking up): What?
MOLLY: Just thinking of our last testimony meeting
ASHLEY: Siban's? I know, I thought I was going to die--MOLLY: I think it was the first time I've heard somebody use "doobies" and "sexy7in a
testimonyASHLEY: And then Brother Brown, with the clapping?

Ashley imitates the nzcrn zr~qiestior~,
yointirig arid clappirig, mrrtterir~g,"fight ori, that's
right on, " us she does so. Both women Ia~ghmid nod.
MOLLY: Hysterical. Just hysterical.
ASHLEY: What'd I tell you? Can you imagine going back to a traditional ward now,
with their travelogue testi-story meetings?
MOLLY: It's a trip, alright. (lookirig down at the binder) These women we have left to
assign are all crack-ups. You know, I can take all three of them. They don't live too far
away from here.
ASHLEY: But you've already got at least twenty sisters to visit already
MOLLY (checking another sheet): No different than you, right?

Ashley takes the sheet Molly's lookirrg ut, hccndzrig the baby to M011~v.
ASHLEY: Siban Kilpatrick's closer to me. I'll take her, and Frances Johnson. And
Eunice. That means you would just have to add Tyasia and.. .(consults sheet again)
Aina Bridges.

FKhile she speaks, Ashley ccdds push yirrs to the m p r e d p i u i sfor Sibari, Frurrces urld
Eurrice; bhiefor T,vasia and Airra. As AshleyJirlishes, Molly looks unArlu.e.
MOLLY: How about I take Siban? She works near where I work, and I see her pretty
regularly.
ASHLEY: Okay, great. Then you take Siban and Aina. (takes dolvrr a redyzrsh pin,
replaces it ~.t'itha b l u ) I'll do the others.

,Uolly nods ~~rrtil
Ashle*v$riishes her senterice. She looks ~zrrcomfortable,semchir~gfor a
way to suy what she wnrits to suy.
MOLLY: You know, Tyasia and I really connected at the last branch fish f q . I could
do her, if you want.

ilshle-v stlrdies the nmp.
ASHLEY: You sur.e?

Moltv rrods. Ashley trades arrother redpush pin for a blue orre.
ASHLEY: There. Yours are all fairly centrally located. Let me know i.f it gets to be too
much for you.

Molly ~7nilesarid rrods, relnctarit, They start to gather their thirrgs, they&
MOLLY: Don't you think Aina might be more comfortable if you visit taught her?
ASHLEY: Why do you say that?
MOLLY: I don't know. You spoke at her baptism, right?
ASHLEY: Only because I'm Relief Society PresidentMOLLY: But you've, you know, kriorw her since she first started investigating the
church. I just think she's more.. .familiar with you.

ASHLEY: Not really. I've been so busy since having Bryn that I've hardly had a
chance to keep up with much. I've felt badly about it, actually-I'm not sure how her
adjustment to the church is going. Do you?

Molly la~~ghs.
MOLLY: No, we don't really talk. That's why I thoughtASHLEY: But you both live so close to each other. And you both started going to the
Branch about the same time. That's why I think you'll do well together.

Ashley sto~x,looks at A401ly.
ASHLEY: Do you rrot want to visit teach Aina?
MOLLY: No, no, I'm fine. That's fine, sure. I mean, if you think she'd be better with
me as her visiting teacherASHLEY: I do.
MOLLY: Then great! I'll.. .visit teach her.

Ashley gathers biriders mdpapers, st~,ifi-rig
them ivito cl diaper bctg. Molly helys slo~.cjly,
the?)~valksher to the door.
ASHLEY: You know, I've really seen you grow and develop these past few months. I
mean, remember when you didn't even know what a project was? And now you go into
them on a regular basis, visiting sisters!
MOLLY: Only during the day.
ASHLEY: And I know you're going to do great with Aina. Remember, visiting
teaching is theMOLLY: Heart and soul ofRelief Society. (vntlse) I know.

.4shley tukes the buby arrd begirrs settlirrg her into the baby currier.
ASHLEY: Call me if you need anything.

Molly nods. Ashley exits. Molly ret~irr~s
to her pile ofpapers arid binders. She sh~@?es
then2 mo~irrd,mmks notes, cons~ltsa map, mmks more rjotes. etc. Lighting siiggests

time pcrssirrg throtigh to r~ight.Firraltv, she stops, thorotlghly exhmsted. She moves to
the piuno,flij~sthrough a hynzr~book, arrd begins pluyirlg " A sSisters irr Zion, " slow?crud
ballad-like.
After afew moments, steps m e hecrrd arid Jack enters.

JACK: Still up?
Molly stops ylayirrg.

.MOLLY: Oh, you know how these meetings go.. .how was dodge ball?
Jack ttrrrts a light orr. A bright red, circular bnrise takes 11phalf hisfczce. Molly looks
at him irr ~ympath~v.

MOLLY: Again?
She walks ozit the other door. Jack sets solne things down, then settles into the co~ach
andJZiys or1 the televisiorr. Molly returrrs with mr ice pack, which Jack places on his
fczce.

MOLLY: Maybe you could suggest another activity idea. You guys have played dodge
ball, what, three times already this month?
JACK: Hey, I'm just the second counselor. My job is to support the young men's
president.
MOLLY: Well maybe you could suggest doing something different to Kimball.
JACK: I find the best way I can support Kimball is to talk to him as little as possible.
MOLLY: Ja-ack.
Jack just shn~gs.

JACK: So how was y m r meeting? Has the Relief Society success~llymapped out its
route to saving the world, one visiting teacher at a time?
No1t1Molly shr~.~gs.

JACK: Oh come on, no lecture about the monumental blessings that visiting teaching
accomplishes? No philosophical sentiments about bringing the love of the Lord to
every home in the branch? No emotional tirade about how monthly visits from visiting

teachers yields much more than just smartly packaged cookie plates and scrapbooked
thoughts of love and friendship?
When she doesrt 't re~yond,Jack turns to her, shlfirig the ice pcrck so 11e cccrt see her:

JACK: What's up?
MOLLY: Nothing. The meeting was fine.
JACK: Right. I would've believed that the$rst month of our marriage. Now, however,
I realize it's a blazing neon sign to pester you until you bear your emotional heart out.
Molly r-olls her eyes and watches the television in silerice.

JACK: Okay, suit yourself.
He tzrrrts to the televisiori.ulso.

MOLLY: It's just that. . .
JACK: A-ha!
MOLLY (giving him a dirty look): Well, Ashley wants me to visit teach Aina.
JACK (voice dropping): Oh.
MOLLY: Yeah.
JACK: So does this mean I have to devote one night a month to going to the projects
with you and feeling really awkward while you share a womanly message about charity,
hope and faith?
MOLLY: No, it's not that.. .I'll try and get to her on the weekends, during the dayJACK: Excellent
MOLLLY: And why is it always about you, anyway?
JACK: It's not. But now that I know I will have nothing to do with this new
development, I'm much more able to offer objective emotional support.
MOLLY: I don't need emotional support, I need a miracle meeting of the minds.

JACK: Come on, Molly, what's the big deal? You said yourself that hardly anyone
does their visiting teaching.
MOLLY: But I'm the 1"' counselor in the Relief Society!
JACK: Oh how you love to lord your superior calling over me.
MOLLY: Oh stop, I just mean that I'm in charge of visiting teaching in the branch.
And Ashley and I just redid the routes, and we're planning this huge lesson and
presentation on visiting teaching, how it's the heart and soul of Relief SocietyJACK: And all this time I thought it was casseroles and fUneral potatoes!
MOLLY: Can't you take me seriously for just one minute?
Jcrck takes the ice pack OHhis&~ce,licks afir~gerund sticks it in the ccir, us if checbrig
for. the direction of the wind. He yorlders hisfinger a ~noment.

JACK: Yes, I suppose I can. But I'm timing you.
He indicates his ~i!ristwatch.

MOLLY: Seriously?
Jack t q s his watch agair+time is co~lntirtgdowr). MolZy gives in.

MOLLY: So basically, I have to set the example! We're trying to get our visiting
teaching percentages up, we're tving to inspire the sisters in the branch to get their
visiting teaching done, and to do it with the right heartand spirit. I mean, not only is
visiting teaching not getting done in the Branch, it's not even urlderstood. Most of the
think it's something that's only done to them, not something they also have to do.
JACK: And?
Jack reyluces the ice yuck to hisface.

MOLLY: So not visiting her doesn't really translate to doing my visiting teaching with
the right heart and spirit!
JACK: So visit her.
MOLLY: I don't know if Aina will even let me into her apartment!

JACK: I see.
He looks at his watch.
JACK: Finished?

JACK: Because you've got about 30 seconds left of me treating this like a serious
problem. Do you want me to spend it dispensing advice or listening?
MOLLY (in a "for what it's w o r t h tone): Advice, I guess.
JACK: Okay, here it is: Relax. This isjt~stthe Rrarrch. You can't expect it to function
like a ward in-UtahMOLLY: I hiow that!
JACK: No, you don't. You walk around attached to your copy of the Church handbook
like it holds the secret to transforming everyone in the branch into stalwart, reliable
members. I know you think it's a big deal to be in the Relief Society.presidencyMOLLY: I do rrot!
JACK (pointing to watch): I've still got 10 seconds here. Do you want them?
MOLLY: Fine.
While Jack speaks, various white, middZe-class womenfile onstage ermctirrg the tusks
Jack descr-ibes-ywllirig wagorrs offood, lt~ggirrgpiltirrgfrzlmes aridfabric, yetfectirrg
lessor^ cerrtetpieces, dec.oratirg birthdq cakes, etc. One or two pick 14puroririd the
nprtnzent. Molly watches them, utavirrgat'afeu1.
JACK: Every Relief Society Presidency you've-ever known has been filled with
unbelievable women who have brought the art of multitasking to an Olympic levelthey feed the homeless, clothe the naked, hand quilt for their posterity, home school
their'children and maintain perfectly clean homes, all while going through some
significant personal trial like chemo therapy or early menopause. It's natural to feel like
you've got some big shoes to fill.
The wonzen look down at their shoes. Molly looks at Jack.
MOLLY (dryly): You're going over on your time.

As Jc7c specrks, the Relief Socie? wlojnerr exit the stuge.
JACK: And yet-Utah

has the highest Prozac consumption in the nation.

Molly throws her harrds

in the air irr a "mot again attitl~de.
"

MOLLY: So what's your point?
JACK: My point is this: stop trying so hard. You're wasting energy, spinning your
wheels and you're going to burn out. Are those the kind of women you want to be?
Come on, Molly, Utah has the highest Prozac consumption in the nation!
MOLLY: ButJACK: It's just the Branch. The rules you're used to-the rules you grew up withdon't apply here. Do you think visiting teaching numbers even matter?
MOLLY: Yes! They tell us what percentage of sisters have been visited! And we
report them to the Stake!
JACK: And what does the Stake do with them?
MOLLY (thinking): They-I

don't know, actually.

JACK: Exactly. Why do you care what the stake does with them anyway?
MOLLY: Jack, that's not the point! What about Aha?
JACK: Visit her.
MOLLY: But I don't think she'll let me!
JACK: Then don't visit her.
MOLLY: Thanks .a lot
JACK (indicating watch): Hey, I went over!
He turns to the television. Molly watches, blit rrot really. She's thinkirrg. clfrer a
nzonzerrt she turrrs to the mldience.

MOLLY: All the women I admired while growing u p Y o u n g Women leaders, Sunday
School teachers, seminary instructors-they were all my mothers. In a family of nine
children, you have to get your mothering where ever you can get it. But with all the
mothers in my life, there was a through-line, a thread that connected all of them, and
that was service. Listening ears, helping hands, heartfelt prayers and warm breadthese were the hallmarks of womanhood I grew to expect to embrace some day.
She walks bock to the pzrshpiri mccy of Richmond, tonchirig some of the pins.

isn't exactly where T thought I'd be doing it, but who can say?
They're the tools I know. Hopehlly they're the ones that are needed.

. MOLLY: Maybe this

Lights out.
Scene Four
One nzorlth later
Airia's Livirig Roonz
Molly sits on the edge of mi old, worri chair. She looks zmcon~fortableand ~ ~ mher
y,
gaze flickirig between Aina arid the roaches crcnvlirig on theJloor arid walls. Aina
recliries in a. chair opposite Molly, aapictrrre of ~ rAfuicuri
i
Alnericaw Jems har~girjgow
the wall behirid her. ,4 cozrch piled with blmlkets sits befiveen them. The apartmerit is a
iness--dirty clothes, oldplates of food, hairpieces, bnishes, andpiles of garbage fill the
stage. A televisiori blares irr the carrier. mid a rteigMor 's rndio can be hemd throzrgh
the ulcrlls.

MOLLY: well, thanks for letting me come visit you, 'Aina!
AINA: I guessed you wouldn't stop bothering me at church until I did.
MOLLY (over the noise): What was that?
AINA: I said, didn7t:seemyou'd let up if I didn'tMOLLY: Sorry, do you mind if IShe points at the televisiori. Aiwa shrzrgs, shakes her head. Moll, walks to the
televisiorr, t ~ ~ ritn off
s The neighbor's music-somethirig with a regular, deep beatccm still be .heard. Molly sits back dowrr, faces Airm.

MOLLY: Well, you're really hard to get a hold of, you know.. .I kept calling, trying to
leave messages, but nobody ever picked up. .

AINA: Phone gets turned off sometimes.
MOLLY (suddenly solicitous): Right, I remember you mentioned something like that.
How terrible.. .does it get turned off often?

AINA (indifferent): Often enough to pluck my nerves, but not enough for them to do
anything about it.
She nods at thefrorrt door, as if "they m e starrdirrg on $heporch.
"

MOLLY: Oh. Well.. .good, then. I guess.

Molly reaches dowrr into a bcrg at her side arrdpulls otit two pieces of paper and
perrcils.
MOLLY: I thought since... since we don't really know each other that well, we could
use today to do that. ( y a ~ ~ s eTo
) get to know each other, I mean.

Aina jr~stlooks at her.
MOLLY: So I made up a list here-you know, .of questions-for
maybe we could go through them together.

both of us. .I thought

She reaches out to harrd one to Airra, wphojust stores at it.
AINA: Why?
MOLLY: Well, to get to know each other better. I thought it would be h n if-

AINA: I think I know enough about you.
The papers slipfiom Mol[v's hand She sq1.1atsgrngertv to pick then2 zip, tcclkirig to the
poor, which is vely.dirg, dirtier thar~artyfloo? she 's ever-seen.
MOLLY (distracted): You do? I mean-

She sits on the edge of the chair again, orderir~gthe papers in her Zap. She tries to
discreetly wipe her firrgers orr her parits.
MOLLY: Why do you say that?
AINA: I see you at church.

MOLLY: Of course, yes-but there's more to me than what you see at church. Same
for you, I'm sure. We should-we should try to get to know each other. As your
visiting teacher, I'll visit you every month with a spiritual message, but I'll also be here
to help with anything you need.

AINA: Like what?
MOLLY: Well-that

depends on what you need, I guess.

Ainn just stmes nt her. Molly thinks. then-

MOLLY: Like when you're sick, I'll make sure your family gets meals. Maybe help
clean your house. Babysitting, if you need a night to yourself. You have children,
right?
AINA: Three. But they almost grown now.
MOLLY: Oh. (thinks a monlent) Or if you move, I can help you pack. Get the elders'
quorum to move your stuff, things like that. You know?
Ainu Iu~rghsi ~ ni mean way.

MOLLY: What?
AINAi Ain't nobody move outta here.
MOLLY: Do you.. .do you warlt to move out of here?

The bbnkets orr the coi.ich ~i.idden[vrustle and shzfr. A hhad drops nit, startlir~gMolly;
n nzmr sleeps ow the couch underneath the blankets.

MOLLY: Is that-is

someone sleeping there?

AINA (without loolung at the couch): My brother
MOLLY: I didn't see.. .I'm sorry, should we--should I whisper?
Ainn shrrigs.

AINA: It don't matter.

Molly looks at the c o ~ ~ cher
h , disconzfort almost tmgible.
MOLLY (not whispering, but softer): Why didn't you say something?
AINA: Why should I? He sleeps all day, whether we here or not. He won't stir none.
MOLLY: Usually visiting teaching is just between women.. .sisters.. .should we visit
somewhere else in the house?

AINA: Ain't no where else to visit.
Molly looks agniri at the cmch. The blarikets shrft agairr, revealirig a foot at the erid of
the couch.
MOLLY: Does he-is

he living with you?

AINA: For now.

Molly waitsfor inore. Nothing. She looksfronz the colrch to Airra, 10,ohrigfor the
nyyropriute reaction.
MOLLY: Well, how nice to have your brother staying with you, especially for your
kids. They must love having him around, especially since they don't-that is, I think
Ashley told me.. .you don't have a lot to do with their, er, fathers, do you?
AINA: No.
MOLLY: So they probably like having a man around, to do.. .things...with.

Aima j~rststares at Molly. Molly looks down at the pupers in her Zup, ther~back to ,4ina.
She starts to say somethirig, stops, looks at the couch, then reaches irito her bag arrd
p~dllsout a nzagazine.
MOLLY: Well, I don't want to keep you. Maybe I should just share the spiritual
message for this month so I can-can let you get on with your day.' How's that?

Airra shrugs.
MOLLY: Have you ever seen the Erisip before?

She holds the church magazine ~ l y f oAinu
r
to see the cover. Airia shakes her head

MOLLY: That's okay, you're still pretty new. You've only been baptized now for,
what, three months?

AINA: Five this Saturday
MOLLY: Five, that's right-you got baptized just when we moved into the Branch.
Time flies, huh? Well anyway, the church publishes three monthly magazines: The
Errsign, for adults, The New Era, for the youth, and The Friend, for children. They have
articles about living the gospel, messages fiom the First Presidency and other Church
leaders, the visiting teaching message and the home teaching message in The Er~sigr~.
They're great, and pretty.cheap, t o e 1 think The Erlsipl's only, maybe ten or twelve
dollars a year? I'm not sure, but anyway, it' s a lot cheaper than other magazines. You
should see how much we pay for my husband's advertising magazines that he gets for
school!
MoIZy lmrghs. -4ina doesr~'1.

MOLLY: So ...
Mol&flips throqh the nzag~zineto m article marked with a sticb tab.

MOLLY: Anyway, this month's visiting teaching message is on the divine worth of
each sister in the gospel.
She holds the magazine 1y again, this time to the selected article.

MOLLY: See, it's made up of different quotes from authorities in our church and
scriptures on that month's message. I thought maybe we could each read from it, and
then we can talk about it. Okay?
Aina shrugs.

MOLLY: Okay, 1'11 go first. This is fiom President Hinckley. (readirig)
"There is something of divinity within each of you. You have such tremendous potential
with that quality as a part of your inherited nature. Every one of you was endowed by
your Father in Heaven with a tremendous capacity to do good in the world. Train your
minds and your hands that you may be equipped to serve well in the society of which
you are a part. Cultivate the art of being kind, of being thoughtfbl, of being helphl.
Refine within you the quality of mercy which comes as a part of the divine attributes
you have inherited."
Now your turn.

She hmds the ~~zccgccziin
to Aina. As Ainu reccds, she str-llggles over ccfew of the lurger
words.

AINA (reading): "A con-con.. .viction that you are a , .. daughter of God gives you a
feeling of.. . comfort in your self-worth."
She studies the magazine, plittir!g it clew m d thewfm,+om her face before sto;pirg.

AINA: I don't read good without my glasses.
MOLLY: That's o k q . I c z wait
~ while you get them.
AINA: They broke.
MOLLY: Oh. Oh, I'm sorry. Would you (reachir~g
for the magazine) would you like
me to read the rest of the message to you?
AINA: No, I guess that was enough.
MOLLY: O k q . ('p~r7isc)Did yei: h a w any questions, about what we read?

Aina shakes her head.
MOLLY: Well is there anything I can do for you?

AINA: Like whzi?
MOLLY (exasperated): You know, like we talked about earlier-is
need?

there anything you

Airla just looks at her. Molly ulazts. Firmlly, she shrz.lgs, reaches into her bag ar~dpulls
o7,it a plate of cookies wrapped in smmz wrap with u little scrap booked note tied to it
u~ithribher:.

MOLLY: Well, if you think of anything, just give me a call.
She hn:tds the ylcte to Airin, who sets the nzagaziwc dc:on to tcrke it,

MOLLY: I hope you like snicker doodles.
AINA: Snicker what?

MOLLY: Snicker doodles. They're cookies.

Airru looks crt the ylute, d~rbiozrs.

MOLLY: I called my mom for the recipe.
AINA: This your mama's recipe?
Molly nods.

MOLLY: I put my name, telephone and email address on a little card for you. SeeShe reachesfor the note ar~dflipsit over.

MOLLY: I put magnets on the baclc, so you can stick it on your fridge.
Airicr looks at the card.

MOLLY: By the way, when's the best time to visit teach you?
AINA: What?
MOLLY: Mornings? Afternoons? Evenings? I like to set up a regular visiting
teaching schedule-like, every third Tuesday at 3, or something. That way we both
know when we're meeting, and we don't have to scramble mi-ymonth to get together.
You don't work, do you?
Airia coritirl$~es
sh~dyir~g
the card.

AINA: No.
MOLLY: Well, I work at the school, just near here. I could come by any weekday
during lunch? Or the weekends.. .during the day.
She ulaits. Airrn doesrr 't respond.

MOLLY: Think about it. Let me know what works best. For you.
Molly begiris gatheririg her things. She reachesfor the Er~sigrt.

MOLLY: Thanks again for letting me visit, Aina.
AINA: Seems I didn't have no choice.
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She looks clgctiri at the ccrd. Mollyflriishes gettirig her thiugs together arid stuwds up.

MOLLY: Yes, well-I'm

looking forward to getting to know you better.

Tlzey botlz know she's birig. She leans infor n tentative htrg, thiirks betfer. of it, aurdjrtst
pats Airla's hmd. She walks to the door.

MOLLY: And remember, call me if you need anything.
Molly exits.

AINA: Like the tooth fairy
Lights ou7.
Scerre Five
Six months later
Yol.irlg's livirrg room.
The roonz is decorated for a birthdnypart;v--cake on the table, candles next to it, pcq~er
plates cmd rlapkins, a "Happy Hirthdcy Airla!" s i p druped over the wall. Moll?;bllstlcs
ctrouild the rooni, orgarliziilg arid prepmii~g.

Stairs heard climbirlg zq~the stairs leading to the fiorlt door of the apmtmerrt; Jack
enters the living room, backpack in towv.

JACK: What on earthTaki~lgi ~ the
l state of his living rooni, he drops his buckpack.

MOLLY: Hey, I thought you were going to be gone all night!
JACK: The computer lab was closed, so I thought I'd get some work done here.. .
(2ookirrgaro~md)What's going on?
MOLLY: My visiting teaching thng, remember?

MOLLY: The birthday party.. .for Aina? Remember? I told you about it weeks ago.

JACK (uncertainly): I remember you said you wanted to do something for Aina.. .did
she actually agree to come over here for a birthday party?
MOLLY: No, silly, it's a mrprise: She thinks she's coming here for a combined
visiting teaching meeting.
JACK: I see. (ynztse) Walk me again through the pro~essyouwent through, to end up
with this as a good idea?
MOLLY: Well, you know I've been struggling to figure out why it's so hard with Aina.
I thought that maybe, after a few visits, we'd break through the ice, get a little
comfortable, but.. .it's been months now, and I'm no closer to her than the first time I
tried to visit teach herJACK: When she wouldn't open the door?
MOLLY: Exactly. I just can't seem to break through to her. I'm in her house, but it's
still like that first attempt, me outside the door holding onto a plate of cookies, kriowirig
she's on the other side-but not being able to do anything. Or not ktiowir~gwhat to do
about it. I mean, it's so t e r r i b l e 4 can't even tell you. Every month, I sit there and try
to share the visiting teaching message, but it's like she's not even there. She just stares
at me--not nodding, not shaking her head, not hardly present, you know? I don't know
if she's agreeing with me, or if she thinks I'm some loony, I don't know ur~ythir~g.So
last month I came home and thought, there has got to be a better way. And then it came
to me, my problem, the reason it was so hard to visit teach Aina!
JACK: What, a birthday party?
MOLLY: No, I was going about it the entirely wrong way. I mean, in the Book of
Mormon, when Ammon was twing to convert the Lamanites.. .he didn't just jump in
and start preaching to the Lamanites, right?
JACK: I don't remember anything about him throwing a party for the Lamanites, either.
MOLLY: No, he sewed them. IVe're supposed to love the people we serve, but you
can't love them unless you s e n e them.
JACK: I don't think that means serve them birthday cake
MOLLY (over, "birthday cake"): And I thought, well, I'm always going over to Aina's
house and yreachirig, basically. Maybe she needs to see that I care about her as a
person, that I want her to have h n , that I want to have fun with her. That I want to
celebrate her life! And it was perfect, because then I looked on the Relief Society roster

(indicates some stcpledpcpers or1 the coflee table) and her birthday was coming up
anyway, and it all just sort of came together after that. You know?
JACK: No, I don't know. How is this going to help?
MOLLY (over "How is this.."): I have games and cake and music and everything. I've
had a great response already-everyone I invited said they would come!
JACK: And how do you know Aina wants to spend her birthday hanging out with all of
your friends from church?
MOLLY (offended): I didn't invite my friends. I invited her friends-the ones she sits
with, at Relief Society!

Jack looks lor~gir~gly
at the television.
JACK: How long is this supposed to last?
MOLLY (looking at her watch): Only an hour or so. I've got to leave in a few minutes
to pick everyone up.
JACK: A few minutes.? Wait a second, how's that going to work-Aina gets in your
car and, whoops, all her friends are there too? Don't you think that's a littleMOLLY (impatient): No, no, her brother's back in prison, so she's got his car.
JACK: Does she even have a license?
MOLLY (shrugging): Do any of them?

MolQ nzakes a quick circle aroimd the room, picking l.ryptn-;e, keys, s~~~iglasses,
etc.
~
bag and ~valkstowards thefront door, Ihem stops and tun~s.
Jack picks I J his
JACK: Molly, Ilm not sure this isMOLLY (checking her purse): Do you know where my city map went?
JACK: At least call everyone, beforehand, to make sure they're still there.
MOLLY (indicating her purse): I thought it was in here. You didn't use it, for your last
young men's activity, or anything?

JACK: Remember how mad you were when you spent four hours trying to visit teach,
and nobody was home?
MOLLY: What about that picnic thing you went to, for school-that
wasn't it? Did you use the map for that?

was over the river,

Jack waits withorit an~~verir~g
while MolIv co~itinzressemchirig through her pzirse ~intil,
3rlal[v, she pills mrt a piece of~.t*hcrt
k e d to be a nmap-wlorw, torn ar~dfnllir~g
apart.
She looks lip.

JACK: Please? (whenMolly doesr~'t ctri~'14vr)To at least save wear and tear on the car?
Molly glarices at her w~tch.

MOLLY: As of one hour ago, they were all waiting and ready at their houses.
JACK: You know that doesn't make a difference.
hYoll;?puts the r n q back into her purse

MOLLY: I'm already late!
Jack shrtrgs. MolIv looks crormd the roortl one more time. thew walks otit the door with
Jack. Steps heard descerrdir~gstairs, apmise, then htirried steps buck 1 y . Molly bursts
irito the apcrtinent.

MOLLY (calling downstairs): No, go ahead-I
addresses.

just need my roster so I have their

She makes ~7 qtiick circle mormd the room, semhir~gforthe roster, then spots it or1 the
coflee table. She picks it zip, races to the door mid stops. Looks at the phone, thew her
watch. She walks back to the corich, siis. R~iflesthrough the roster,picks tip the phop~e
and dials. After n monzerlt-

MOLLY: H,ello; Deja? Oh, I'm sorry, could I please speak to Deja? This is Molly
Young. @az~st.jWhat do you mean she's not there? '1'm sorry, no, it's just-I was
supposed to pick her up a few minutes ago, for a party. I just wanted to let her know
that I'd be late.. .Do you know how I might reach,her? bause) Oh, okay. Well. Could
you tell her I called? Thanks.
Molly harigs 1 i y the phone, discmiraged. She checks the roster, then dials again. A
yazrse, dzrrirlg which she glarices at the roster, waits, them harigs rrp. She cori~,rltsthe
roster, dials +gain. ,4$er afelt moments, she harigs IF. Corisrrlts the roster, dials

a g a i r ~ r rrothir~g.
~d
Frnstrccted, she sh.~$Vesthro~ighthe roster,finds arrother mi~?iber
and dials. After afew moments-

MOLLY: Hello, may 1please speak to Keisha? (ynuse) Hi, Keisha, it's Molly Young,
from church? I just wanted to let you know that I'm running a little late, but I'm
leaving right now, so I should be at your house in (checkirrg her watch) about ten
minutes. ( y a ~ ~ s eThe
) party, remember? For Aina. N e i t ' s tonight. I just-we just
spoke, awhile ago...oh. Really? @cnlse) That's, that's too bad, I'm-I'm
sorry to hear
that. Sure, sure, just.. .okay, well, I hope everything works out.
Molly h~rr~gs
lip the phowe, looks at it. Picks it rp, therr h~zrrgsit I I with
~
force. Rufles
throngh the roster again, over and over, shaking her head, then p ~ t it
s do~vrrand picks
lip the photre. LIiaIs, waits, and thert-

MOLLY (speaking rapidly): Aina, hi, it's Molly Young from church. I just wanted to
make sure you were still okay to come to that visiting teaching meeting we talked about,
for tonight. (checks her ~ttntch)In about a half hour. Can you still make it? @mtse)
Greczt! Great, that's awesome.. .well, a couple other people can't make it, but we can
definitely still do it. Yeah, great, okay, I'll see you here. You know how to get here,
right? It's only a few blocks fiom your house-yeah, turn left on Broad. You got it.
Great! See you soon!
She hcir~gsup. Sits back into the colrcla. Excited
Lighting ~rlggeststhe passirrg of time.
Molly sits, checlnrrg ~untch,
fidgeting, ~t~aitir~g.
She stands ~ r pandpaces, then looks at
the audience arrd stops. As she begins talkrr~g,Gnbe Brnckrrer- walks owstage in slit and
tie, cariyiug his scsiyhlres cmd a snzall chrrrch bag, like n briefcase.

MOLLY: For as long as I can remember, Daddy's been in some kind of leadership
position in the church. Bishoprics, stake presidencies-first counselor, second
counselor, bishop, whatever-if the calling entails meetings, he's had it. In fact, he has
this little papenveight on his desk-Mom calls it his apostate paperweight, because it's
a knockoff of the thirteen articles of faith that outline our church's beliefs. You've
probably already heard it, but it says-

GABE (to Sophia): We believe in meetings, all that have been scheduled, all that are
now scheduled, and we believe that there will yet be many great and important meetings
scheduled.
While speakirrg Gabe crdj~rstshis tie, checks his uutch, ar~dwalks tolvards the door,
where a preprurrt Sophia, waits with a Tiryyeru'me diwrrer.

SOPHIA (dryly): We have endured many meetings and hope to be able to endure all
meetings.
MOLLY: Indeed, we may say that if there is a meeting, or anything that resembles a
meeting, or anything that we may possibly turn into a meeting, we seek afier these
things.
Sophia hurtds the dinner to Gabe, who kisses her and walks out the door.

MOLLY: The 14&'Article of Faith. (bead It's a big paperweight.
Oflstnge, we hear Molly's sister, Phoebe, callirig.

PHOEBE (offstage): Mo-om, when's Daddy coming home.?
SOPHIA: After bed time, kiddo.

A chonis ofgroarrs arid whiwirrg greets her arinver. Sophia nlbs her rreck,forces a
snzile. Molly watches her, theri tinms back to the audience.
MOLLY: She never complained. (Heat) One time I went to pick up my friend Amanda
for a young women volleyball practice and her mom answered the door. Said Amanda
didn't feel like going. (bead I didn't know you could do that. I tried telling my Mom
that, at the next practice-that I didn't feel like going that week. I mean, I'm not even
good at volleyball. Seven years of young women volleyball and I still can't do an
overhand serve. (shakes her head) So one.practice, right? If you think about it, that's
not really missing a lot in terms of church activities. I still had Young Women's every
week, and youth dances every month, all the volleyball games, plus all the other sports
we did-basketball, sofiball, we even did ultimate Frisbee for awhile-and then Family
Home Evening every Monday, church on Sunday.. .it was just orie yrnctice. I thought,
Amanda didn't feel like going, why should I?
She ttirr~sto Sophia, whofolds her mnls arid speaks with measured sterwess.

SOPHIA: We are active members of this ch~rcE,young lady. Active.
MOLLY: And that means not attending-just
not an option.
Sophin walks offsfage.

not showing up, for whatever reason-is

Molly looks at the birthdcy cake, then w~rlksback to it. She d i p cr$rlger irr and tastes.
Looks ut her watch, thew out the window, then back at the cake that took her hozlr-s to
make arrdfiost. She picks it up und u~alkstou~ardsthe krtchen. She stops at the
doouwq, looks back at the phone, then throrbs the cake on thefloor.
Lights dowri.

END ACT I

Act Two
Scene One
'4 few weeks Inter
'4inn 's Livirig Rooln
Theji~rnitnrehas changed, though it is still worrl. Airla sits on a chair, Molly on
ariother chccir. licle qmtnzent is still a mess.

MOLLY (looking at the bean bag): What happened to your couch?
AINA: What couch?
MOLLY: The couch that used to be thereMolly yoirtts to the space where the c;c.?lchzised to be.

MOLLY: You know, where your brother slept, before he-when

he lived here, I mean.

AINA: That couch? It ain't been here for months.
MOLLY: What happened to it?
AINA (shrugging): Furniture don't last long here. Kids wreck it. Or the cockroaches.
Molly scoots even jkrther out of her mmchair, somehow mcrrtccgirig to hold a yrecmious
und uncol?lfortublelookirrgposition.

MOLLY: Do you need another couch?
Aiwa just looks at her. Molly wcrits. looks cround. then tries uguiri.

MOLLY: Because I'm sure we could find something.. .I mean, people are always
getting rid of couches.. .

Molly ~rlddenly~ivatsat her leg, then stonzps on thefloor, crlmost losirrg her balmce.
She catches herseIJ;rec~djlrstirtgher positiorr. She tries tojifinda 111oreconfortable
position on the chcrir while tozrchzrrg as little of the chair as possible. She looks back at
Ainn.
AINA: We got enough hrniture.
MOLLY: Okay, well, let me know if you change your mind.

Molly pzrlls an Erlsigrl out of her bug.
MOLLY: Since this month's Ensign is the Conference edition, visiting teachers are
supposed to share the message they feel will best help the sisters they visit teach. I
made a copy of the talk I'm using as my message this month.

She p~lllsout nphotocopy of the nzessage, stapled together and highlighted,fvol~zthe
Errsip!. She glar~cesat the televisiorj, thew back to ,4ina
MOLLY: Maybe I'll just share one thought from it, then leave the rest for you to read
on your owa time: okay?

'4ina nods.
MOLLY: This is from Elder Joseph B. Wirthlin, an apostle of the Quorum of the
Twelve. (readirlg, loridlyl
"Integrity, a firm adherence to the highest moral and ethical standards, is essential to the
life of a true Latter-day Saint. Let us live true to the trust the Lord has placed in us. Let
us strive for personal, practical integrity in every endeavor, regardless of how mundane
or inconsequential it may seem. The small matters accumulate to shape the direction of
our lives."

Mollv folds the Errsigrr back together arrd looks at Aina.
MOLLY: Aina, tell me, what does integrity mean to you?

ATNA (shrugging): I guess I'd need to think about that.
Molly nods. She harrds the photocopy to Aina, who sets it on thefloor. They sit in
silence for crylother 17zonzent.
MOLLY: Aina, I really missed you at the visiting teaching meeting.

AINA: The what?
MOLLY: The visiting teaching meeting, at my house, a few weeks ago?

Ainu looks nt her, nothirlg registerir~g.
MOLLY: Remember, I called you? You said you were coming? And then.. .you
didn't.

Airla thinks nbollt itfor a momerrt, then shr~igs.
AINA: Something came up.
MOLLY: Oh. Oa11se)But you didn't-you

could have, I mean.. .you could have called.

AINA: I forgot.

Molly keeps waitirlgfor ~ r r rapology. Nothir~g.
MOLLY: Well, I thought you were coming.. .and I waited.. .a phone call would have let
me know to just, you know, move on with my night.

Airia does?)'t respond.
MOLLY: I mean, I spoke to you right before, and you said-

She looks at Aina, who has shvted and looks bored.
MOLLY: Well, anyway, I was doing a surprise party for you.
AINA: A what?
MOLLY: A surprise party, for your birthday. I had cake and presents and everything.
AINA: Oh for real?

Molly nods, thinkrrlg now she '11 get her apoloa. Bl~tAINA: You eat the cake?
MOLLY: Jack had some.
AINA: Why you didn't bring it over with you?

Molly looks at Aina irr disbelig
MOLLY: It's old now, Aina. It's stale.
AINA: You always be bringing things over, why you didn't bring my birthday cake?
MOLLY: Why should I? You didn't even show up for the party!
AINA: I didn't know it was a party, did I?
MOLLY: But that's not the point!

Aincr doesn't s q a word,just Ioob at Molly. Molb looks backfor a moment.
MOLLY: What do you have against me? Is it that first Sunday I came to church?
Look, I?m sorry, okay? I was flustered, I was adjusting to the Branch, and .I'm sorry if I
offended you.

Lights down orr Molly. Aina c~d&essesher, btrfMolly for all irrterrls aridptrposes is n
blcirik.
AINA: You're not sorry. You just are.

She looks at Molly another nzomemt, then starrds mid addresses the audience.
AINA: Something not go her way and she gotta pout about it.

AINA: Scared of her own shadow. Look at her. Six months she been visiting me, and
she still ain't able to swallow. the chill them cockroaches give her. She ain't never
knowed people lived like this here, and don't it show. L k e this right here be her worst
nightmare. She shoulda seen where we lived before we moved here.

I see her at church. Talkin' with her fkiends that be just like her, having Super Bowl
parties and book clubs and scrapbooks. She works at some job she calls lame making
more money, in a week than I can make in a month and still keep my disability check.
And she says they poor, stcnvirig stlidents. But that don't seem to matter-she still
buyin' new clothes and still goin' out to eat and drivin' nice cars and livin' on East
Broad. East Broad, where .they a trash can on every comer SO'S you don't be droppin'
your trash everywhere's.

While she talks, Ainn circles moll^-stzddyirrg her, gettirig close with herfnce and
harids, but riever tozrchirig her. She stops directly infrorrt of her, nose to nose,for n
beat, thsri buch irrto the couch ar~dsits.

AINA: You go around doing your thing and it never crosses your mind to think about
the people who live here, who always been and always will be in the Branch after your
husband graduates and you move into some lily white suburb. Girl, you move around
the branch like you already there.
Light* res-lrme our both of them.

MOLLY: I mean, if you had known about the surprise party, would you still have
come?
Airrcc jz~stlooks at her. Molly waits. A mo~?lerttpasses.Mollv looks down at the Erisigrr
in her l q .

MOLLY (checking her watch): Well anyway, I guess I'd better go.
Moltv gathers her things m d moves to the door. divra doesrr 't stop her. At the door,
she t~,~~-ris
aroririd.

MOLLY: You don't know me nearly as well as you think you do, Aina. If you just give
me a chance, you might even like me.
Molly waits. Aiwa says rrothirrg. MolZy leaves. Airia looks at the door, theri to the
cczrdierice.

AINA: It ain't about chance, it about what is, and I'm here to tell you what is. I hear
how she talk about herself, when she get up there on testimony days. Born and raised in
the gospel. Horrr into the covenant, she called it last week. And she's so gratehl she
can trace her family's church membership back to them barefoot pioneers. She talk
about God and she talk about faith and she talk about love and then she sit down with
her friends that be just like her and she l
i
xher life viithoc? no rhmce for nothin' else.
She make n?i of us who don't maybe talk as good as she do, maybe don't read as good
as she do-I bet you heard her. Whenever anything don't go the way she used to it
going back home, she and ail your fi-ieridsjust Idugh a11d say, "Welcome to the Bianch."
Like we a circus for them to write home about. She don't think that maybe the people's
she makin' f i n of at church, the one's just barely joined or maybe having a harder time
of life than she be havin', maybe they might have a harder time being a member than
she do. Mobs and tar and feathers-what's new about that? What about what we
blacks go through? It ain't easy bein' in no white man's church.

-4s she firrishes, "white nznrl's ch-tirch," DAV7.Y COX; Ainu's teenage sorr, lvcrlks in the
@orit door, boilncirlg a b~zsketball.

DAVIS: Mama, where my basketball shoes at?
Airru crosses her arins urrd gives him a look that s q s , "Why sho~.zldI krrolv:~"Duvis
jiist snliles and keeps dribblirrg.

DAVIS: C'mon, Mama, where they at? I need them for my activity-we
Mama, at the stake center. Where they at?

playin' bcdl,

She looks at hinz again. She poirrts to the shoes or1 hisfeet.

DAVIS: I can't wear these shoes, they got black on the bottom. They skid, mark up the
floor.
L i ~ h t do1~?1
s
or]Dais. A i m t l ~ r to
~ ~the
s nudierice.

AINA: Them missionaries. They knock on my door, I think, what these white boys
doin' on my stoop?.
She ti.lrrrs to Duvis, then back to the audierrce.

AINA (indicating Davis): That right there why they on my stoop. They play ball with
him, he thinks they walk on water. He want to get baptized. I say fine, good. My
children? They need religion, they need all the help they can get, but especially that
one-he ain't meant to be no baby daddy. He joins. We all join. He plays ball every
Tuesday night, we go to church every Sunday, and then this summer? Her husband
(i~rdicc~tirlg
the-fiorltdoor, nlen~iirrgMollyltells. me they're doing a youth trip-youth
conference.
??Tzileshe tcilk~,a grcu1y of white teeiiagei-sdressed i~r
yioiieer clothing,pzdllirlg u
wooderr handcart,$file orlstuge. Davis p l l s ori n pair of ~m~penders
and hat andjoirts
the groi~pin a circle at thefoot of the harrdcmt.

AINA: A handcart trek. My boy in suspenders, khalus, hiking boots and hat. A black
pioneer. All the youth in the stake goin'. And my son, he in a group with some redneck
boy that ain't never talked to a black man in his life. Never. And he asking my son
questions like he the encyclopedia of black people-what do they eat, and what do they
say, and what do this mean, and what about that? And don't you know that by the end
of the .night he ask for my son's pillow because he didfi't think black people used them?

Sortrrd of rain. The white yorrth prrll on rain jackets; Dmis has riothirrg. One teerruge
boy o f e m hinz a gurbuge bag, which Dcrvis doesri 't kriow what to do with. The boy
shows hiill how to tern a hole out of the bottoi?~avrdyut it on asprotectio~r.

AINA: And that night? When it started raining? They had to pick two boys to go get
firewood, for the morning, so they could keep it dry that night. They doin' the eenie
meenie minie. moe thing, you know the one?
She trarrrs to look ui the grorq of -youth. They krleel in n circle, eccch with orre foot in crnd
one foot out. A teericrge boy counts arozind the circke, torlchirrg each teenager 'sfoot
with hisfi~igeras he recitesfroi~imemory.. He speaks qtlickI,y, wwithoyt actzrallv thir~kirrg
of the individrlal words of what he 's sqirrg-

TEENAGE BOY: Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe, Catch a nigger by the toe. E h e hollers
let him go.. .
Realizirig what he 'sjust sccid, he slow~sdowr~,but doesrr 't stop

TEENAGE BOY: Eenie. Meenie. Minie. Moe.
The teenagers look at each other, uvoidirrg Duvis, who looks at the teerruge boy with
disbelieJ A crack of lightnirlg.

AINA: It ain't easy bein' in no white man's church.
Lights dou1n.
Scene

Six Moriths Later
Ainu's Livirrg Room
Mollv sits orr the edge of u worrr m?zchair, Errsigrr in hand arrd reccdirrg. Airrcc sits orr
another. Aiwa S teeriuge da~ighters,LA TRELLE arid k X ,sit on a torri and lecrhrrg
bear) bag that has repZaced the couchfrop previorls sc:eries. The.girls are braiding hair
and watching television, ~vhichis blurirrg a hip hop nzrisic video statiori.

MOLLY (reading loud, over the television): "Each of us has problems that we cannot
solve and weaknesses that we cannot conquer without reaching out through prayer to a
higher source of strength."

While she bpeaks, the girlspoint arrd giggle lmtdly at something or) the television.
Molly gl~~rrces
at then],therr at ilirrcr, who does nothing. Molly sq~iuresher sho~dders
ici~dcorrtir~~iesMOLLY: "That source is the God of heaven to whom we pray in the name of Jesus
Christ."

Dirirrg "That source ... " thekont door operrs avid three of La Trelle 'skiends walk in,
one ccmyirtg a baby on her hip. They stme at Molly, thevr walk over crnd pile with the
other girls ow the bear)bag. Orre pqirrts to the television arrd laz~ghs.Molly stops
during their irrterchcrrrge, ~mcomfortablearrd 1msltre if she shorrld corrtirrzre.

FRIEND: Oh no he is not wearin' thatLA TRELLE: I browp,see that right there is why-

FRIEND: Where you remote at?
La Trelle shrugs, kicks Kai.
KAI: Ow. What's wrong with you?
She pushes La Trelle ofJthe bear1 bag. A pile of bear1 bag irrnmds gushes ozrt as she
falls to thefloor. She ~wirrgsback and hits Kai on the back of the head.
LA TRELLE: Give her the remote, Kai-

KAI: Why you b.e hittin' me? You give her the remoteE,wsperated, Ainafirrul[v stands 1.parrd speaks, Ioltd cnrd rnearr.
AINA: Stop that yellin', you hear? You have been at each other all morning. Go
upstairs, you have to yell.

Molly jzrnzps at the tone of Aina 's voice. The prls just lmrgh arid tzrmble oflthe beuw
bug. La Trelle arid herfiierrds ~vhispertogether, then Ln Trelle imlks to Aina
LA TRELLE: Mama, can we go to the store?
AINA: I don't know why, you ain't got no money
LA TRELLE (whining): Just to do something. C'mon, it's borin' here.

AINA: Fine. Be back in an hour. You hear?
LA TRELLE: Two.
AINA: Two.

Air~crthrows her h~ztrdsout as rfto sqy, whatever.

,,

"

LA TRELLE: You watch Monique's baby for us?
AINA: What's wrong with Monique's mama?
LA TRELLE: She out.
AINA: Not my problem.
LA TRELLE: C'mon, Mama, just for an hour.
AINA: I thought you said two.
LA TRELLE: You watch her baby, we be back in an hour.

Aiwa folds her mnis.
AINA: Don't you play with me, La Trelle. I ain't got no diapers or nothin'.
LA TRELLE: She a good baby, she ain't give you no problemAINA (giving in): One hour.

La Trelle 'spieridjz~nzpslip, as fi to give Airra the baby.
FRIEND: Thank you, Ms. Cox-

AINA (indicating the bean bag): Put her over there.

M:0 0 , yeah, she take a nap quick on that, don't she.
Molly watches, concerr~ed,as the girls yz~tthe baby on the bean bag.
MOLLY: Are you sure that's. . .

When everyone igrlores her, Molly trails ofl Shr1.g~. Lazlghirlg, the girlsfile o ~ tthe
t
door. Molly waves; they ignore her.
MOLLY: Bye girls, have fun..

The door shuts. Moli'v looks at Aina, thew the Ernsigrn in her lap. She lmrghs.
MOLLY: I don't have much left, just a line or so--you want me to share it still?

,4incr shrugs.
MOLLY: "As we pray we should think of our Father in Heaven as possessing all
knowledge, understanding, love, and compassion."

She folds the magazine arnd sets it onto her I q .
MOLLY: Aina, do you pray?
AINA: Of course I do.
MOLLY: How do you pray?

AINA: Same as you, I guess. How do yo11 pray?
MOLLY: I thank Him for my blessings-healthy

body, good family-

AINA: Letting me wake up every morningMOLLY: Yeah, that, I guess. Then I ask for the things I stand in need of-help
my problems-

Ainn makes a soft rnoise-like a Im.igh, but riot quite. Mollv notices.
MOLLY: What?
AINA: And what lund of problems you got?
MOLLY: I've got problems, Aina. You think I don't?

Ainn shrugs. Molly, self corzscious, bepns.
MOLLY: I get discouraged, depressed, sad-

with

AINA: Over what?
MOLLY: Over life! Getting along with my husband, trying to do my calling, hurting
and getting hurt by people I love--don't these things happen to all of us?
AINA: You pray for all those things?
MOLLY: Not every day, no, but yeah, I pray for them.
AINA: That it? Those your problems?
MOLLY: Well, that's not all of them-I

mean, I didn't bring a list or anything-

AINA: But that it? That's what worryin' you the most? Your marriage and your
friends?
MOLLY: There's more to it than that, I mean, I can't just dump everything on you right
here, can IAINA: What's your worry? What's -stoppin' you from being' happy?
MOLLY: I'm happy, I didn't say I wasn'tThe baby orr the bear1 bag begirrs tofirss. Molly looks at Airla, who doesri 't move or
look irt the baby's direction. Molly looks at the baby, who works into a@. Molly steps
over aridpicks the baby I J ~ shushing
,
ccruipcrttir~gher. She srrrs to Airla. She's crying.
Aina sees the terns and 14nder~iands.

AINA: My grandmama used to say, once you pray for something, there's no need to
worry the good Lord about it all day. Just pray to do His bidding and the rest will take
care of itself.
Molly nods, wipes a tear. She sits back down, holdir~gthe bab,v. A momerrtyasses,
d~airlgwhich MolZy conzposes herself.

MOLLY: What do you pray for?

AINA: Good health.
Molly nods again. She lear~s
forward, really listenirrg.

AINA: I pray for my childrens, that they get out of here.

Molly nods ngnir~.
MOLLY: You mention that a lot. Do you think that they 14!mtto get out of here?
AINA: They're comfortable. It's all they know. Comfort's a mighty strong thing.

A bent.
MOLLY: I noticed you haven't been to church the past couple weeks. Anything
wrong?
AINA: Asthma actin' up.
MOLLY: Oh, I'm sorry. My brother has asthma, it's really hard. I bet all this pollen
doesn't help. Do you have medication?
Aiwa nods.
MOLLY: Well, if you ever need-a

ride, or something, to the doctor. Let me know.

Airrn rrods ngairr. Molly lemrsforward, takes a deep breath, ther*
MOLLY: Actually, Aina, when's the next time you're supposed to go to the doctor?
AINA: Next week.
MOLLY: I know that your car's been acting upAINA: It's dead.
MOLLY: Really? What happened?
AINA: It's just dead.
MOLLY: Oh. Well, then how are you getting to your doctor's appointment?
AINA: Bus, probably.

MOLLY: Could I-can

I give you a ride?

.4irin looks nt her, shrngs.
MOLLY: Because your doctor's right by where I work, and it would be the simplest
thing for me to just swing by.

AINA: Yeah. I guess.
MOLLY: Great. That'll be great. When and what time should I be here?
AINA: 'Bout noon. Monday.

Molly m~ilesat the baby, then at ,4ina. Airra lmlghs arrd shakes her head.
Lights down.
Scene Three

A Few Dqys Later
Richn~orrdHrnrrch Relief Society, Grc~ceStreet Chapel
'4 hnlf-yodi~dnzs t d s ori a curd table, which is covered iri a neat white cloth. Off the
podizin~m e three chairsfacing the rows of wonzerr; seated in them m e Ashley arid her
hvo (white) co~rrrselors.Rows of fold-rip chairsfccce the yodil~m;thefirst row or. hvo
m e cony~letelyertzpty. Several Ivonien in the room hold babies. Although there is sortze
internzirlglirig,for the nzostpmt the Afiicarr American sisters cl~istertogether in the
back rows, whereas the white sisters sit more to the middlefront.
At rise: the women are sirrgirrg the last verse of ':As Sisters in Zion, " led by DL24
LITTLE, the chorister, arid acconzpariied by Molly on theyiurio.
Ashley walks to the podium and greets the wonzerr with a blinding grin as Molly joins
the white seated sisters, one of whoni leurrs over and gives her arr encmirngirig half-h?~g
Dejcr wc11ks to the back, reachitrgfor her babyfronz Airla before sittirrg doluri.

ASHLEY: That was lovely, sisters. What a beautifbl hymn. We truly are sisters in
Zion, aren't we? Our Zion is right here in Richmond, Virginia, isn't it?
She looks out over the wornerr, beaniirrg.

DEJA: Amen, sister, amen!

The other block sisters rnod, afew more give verbal "anzerl 's. The white sisters
exchcrigc?krlowirig but mzt~sedlooks; they zrnderstcfrid that Ashley's qz~estionwas
rhetorical.
"

ASHLEY: Now for those of you who are new or investigating our church, welcome to
Relief Society! We're always so sad to see investigators leave after sacrament, because
all the women in our church know that the best hour is the last hour of our meetings,
when the men go off to priesthood and we get to meet as sisters here in Relief Society.
7he wonzew sit iw variolds stuges of listenir~g-son~e(the white sisters) giggle it,
whispered cowversntioms, some tend to their babies while ayirlg to listerr arid some (the
AfYicm Americuri sisters) hold lozider corrversations, with rro attenzpt made to whisper.
.4shley addresses these sisters.

ASHLEY: Sisters, sisters-indulge me for just a moment. Before we move on to
today's lesson, President Bridges has asked that I share a letter from the First
Presidency.

She sets u letter onto the podium arid readsfroni it, never lookirrg z~p. While she reads.
the white sisters nod tho~ightjisll~
in ageenlent. The Apicmi Anzerica~sisters p q nlore
attentiori as the letter coritinues.
ASHLEY: "Priesthood and auxiliary leaders are again encouraged to teach members the
importance of living chaste and virtuous lives. We reiterate our concern over the decline
of moral values in society and the resultant number of children born out of wedlock and
reared by unwed parents. Children are entitled to birth within the bonds of matrimony,
and to be reared by parents who provide love, support, and all the blessings of the
gospel.
"Every effort should be made in helping those who conceive out of wedlock to establish
an eternal family relationship. When the probability of a successful marriage is unlikely,
unwed parents should be encouraged to place the child for adoption, preferably through
LDS Social Services. Adoption through LDS Social Services helps ensure that the baby
will be reared by a mother and father in a faithful Latter-day Saint family.
"Unwed parents who do not marry should not be counseled to keep the infant as a
condition of repentance or out of an obligation to care for one's own. Generally, unwed
parents are not able to provide the stable, nurturing environment so essential for the
baby's well-being.
"When deciding to place the baby for adoption, the best interests of the child should be
the paramount consideration. Placing the infant for adoption enables unwed parents to
do what is best for the child and enhances the prospect for the blessings of the gospel in
the lives of all concerned."

.4fterJi~rishirig,Ashley tlrcks the letter m v q arid looks olrt over the wonzen. She speaks
quickly, hhmdly givirrg timefor aryone to arrswler her questiorr.
ASHLEY: Any questions about what I just read? No? Okay, well-let's move on,
then. Today we're very lucky to have a lesson fiom Sister Molly Young, 2n*counselor
in our Relief Society presidency.

The white sisters have clearlyput the letter behind them; nlnrry of the ,4Ji'icm Anzericari
sisters, however, talk in questioning tones to one mother.
ASHLEY: Now, let's give our full attention to Sister Young, as I know she has a very
special lesson prepared for us today.

.Ashley rettirrfsto her seat. Molly ap~nvachesthe podium, riervoris arrd cl~itchirrga
basketfuonz which she sets the followirrg on the table: the wedding picture of her and
Jack irifiont of the Salt Lake City Temple, the Book of Remer~zbmcearid a bottle of
Super Glue.
She mrarlges her notes or1 the podium for a lorrg moment before begirrr~irrg.
MOLLY: Good afternoon, sisters.

She looks down arid u@usts her notes, her harids shaking, then looks ofit agairr at the
~vonzer~.
MOLLY: I haven't gotten used to teaching in Relief Society yet, and I must admit I'm
still a little nervous.

She lmrghs. The white wol~zerirrod, encouragirigZy. Molly looks at ther~z,hemteried, arid
looks over the ,4picnrl Aniericmr women, who m e still tcrlkirrg. Her gaze tmils back to
ths white womeri-they make eye contact, they nod, they engage with her as she talks.
MOLLY: It seems like everyone's really far away today.

She points at lhefront rows.
MOLLY: I know, why doesn't everyone scoot up a few rows? That way I can tell
myself I'm just talking to you, instead of at you.

Molly lalighs again. Nobo* nzoves. She nzotions to the white womerr, ~ v h onistle
arazir~d
for nfew secorids and movef o ~ ~ ~ usenzi-willir~gly.
rd,
A few L4~icczr~
Anzericari
sisters move lip arid take the white sister's seats. Molly gestures at the others, re~i~ltirrg
in a few more nlovirig IF. Ainu arrd Deja stay in the back row. MolEy smiles at them.

MOLLY: Come on, you two, no reason to sequester yourselves back in the comer!

Airra arrd Deja say rrothirrg, just sturirrg back at Molly.
MOLLY: Wouldn't you like to join everyone else?
AINA: I ain't movin7. I'm comfortable here.

MOLLY: Oh.. .oh, well, okay. Then. Ah, is everyone else comfortable, then?

She looks out at the rest of the room, embcmssed, thefr shifts her notes agc~in,kyirig to
gather herselJ:
MOLLY: Well, okay. Um, well, like Ash-uh,
hard on our lesson today, and I.. .

Sister Hansen said, I've worked really

She shzfrJ: her r~otesugairh then stops arid fnkes a deep b r e ~ f h Dejn
.
raises her hand,
but Molly corttirizies withozit seeirrg her.
MOLLY: I hope that as we get into it we can all feel the Spirit. So. Today's lesson is
on temples, and I'd like to start off by-

DEJA: 'Scuse me?
Molly looks aroz~ndurrtil she spots Dejci.
MOLLY: Ah, yes?
DEJA: Yeah, can I axe you a question?
MOLLY: Uh.. . sure, but I haven't really gotten startedDEJA: I mean about what that lady over there just read?

Deju poirrts ut Ashley. Molly looks uncertuirrlv to Ashley, then back to Deju. She's
nervolis enough aboiit givirig her prepred lessori, and does rrot warit to mrsver urv
grrestioris about that letter.
MOLLY (doubthl): Oh, um, I guess. What's your question?
DEJA: What that lady read, well, who wrote it?
MOLLY: That letter was from the First Presidency

DEJA: The what.?
MOLLY: The First Presidency of our church-our
They're the leaders of our church.

prophet and his two counselors.

Deja nods slowly. Mollv wfaitsjust ir secortd, then, relieved Deja doem 'tpush it3irthel;
continues with her lesson.
MOLLY: Okay? Great, so what I was saying earlier, I'd like for us to start off the
lesson with-

Deja raises her hand again.
DEJA: 'Scuse me.
MOLLY (in dread): Ye-es?
DEJA: And that letter she read, from the prophet, what exactly did it say?

WhileMolly speuks, the white sisters nod in ugeement; the Africurl Americart sisters
lister1 in cov@iszon.
MOLLY: The letter? (looks over to Ashley, ~ v h ogives m encouraging nod) Well, it just
said. . .it, uh, talked about the. .the sanctity of chastity. And, well, the importance of. . .of
families, which actually relates to what we'll be talking about in our lesson today-

LYDIA: I thought it said that if a woman gets pregnant and she ain't married, then she
should get married.
DEJA (to Molly): Is that true?
MOLLY: Ye-es, generally speaking. If that's a possibility.
DEJA: But what if it ain't?
MOLLY: Well, in that case, our church leaders have counseled that it's best to put that
baby up for adoption, so that it can have a family with two parentsDEJA: But what they need a daddy for? I think my babies a lot better off without any
of they daddies, tell you the truth.

The Afr.icnrr Americnrr sisters nod arrd nzrrrnitrr in agreemerrt. Orre pipes 11p, "Yenh,yoir
dori 't weed no marl." Another, "That's right, I'm nty babies' manla curd daddy. '"
MOLLY: Yes, exactly! If a child's going to be born into a situation where it won't be
able to have two loving parents, then it should go to a home whereDEJA: So I'm supposed to give my babies away, just because their daddies are no
good?
MOLLY: No, no! That's not what the letter said, itDEJA: What did it say, then? I heard it say if the parents ain't gettin' married, then they
need to give the baby up.
MOLLY: Well, that's trueDEJA (rising): Then that's what this church believes? That I need to go give my babies
up for adoption?
MOLLY (at her wit's end): No! Hold on, maybe we should read it againAINA (to Molly): Child, ain't you listen to it when it was read? (to Deja) That letter
didn't say nothin' about the kids you already got-that's in the past. My three babies,
they in my past, and you know I ain't givin' .them up to nobody. I'm their mama, and
that's how it be.

The ,4flicarr Americarr sisters nod arid let out a few hearg "amen, sister 's."
AINA: This letter talking about rrow. Now, and in the future. Like your daughter there.

Ainu points to the baby Deja holds.
AINA: If she were to get pregnantDEJA: Oh you know that ain't happenin,' 'cause as soon as she starts flowin,' I'm
takin' her to get on the shot.

A few Afr.icarr Anzericar~sisters nod; the white sisters react with raised eyebrows mrd
shaking hecds. Molly looks horrified. She glar~cesat Ashley before brealnrrg in.
MOLLY (looking over to Ashley): Well, actually, um, I don't think the Church really
supports teenagers going on birth control-

DEJA: They what? You outtayour mind? Kids these days, they start havin' sex at 10,
12 years old!
The white sisters react in shock; the ,4fiicm ,4inericarr sisters nod their heads,
~~nttterirtg
thirrgs like, 'Ain 't that a shame, " "th-hih,,vou krro~tgthat right.
"

MOLLY (stunned): Ten! That's.. .wow, that's really young.
Molly turns to Ashley for help.

MOLLY: I think maybe we shouldPutting the pieces together, Deja corrtinltes over Molly, directirrg her conzmenfsat the
Ajricarr American sisters in the back.

DEJA: So they not supposed to go on birth control, but then when they get pregnant,
they supposed to give they baby up? (to Mollyl To who, you?
MOLLY: No, see, they're not supposed to be having.. .er, sexual relations. That's the
point of chastity.
D e j ~ r t nlary
d
of the Africarr Anzericarr sisters-look at her, blank.

MOLLY: You know, waiting until you're married before you.. .before you have sexual
relations.
The white sisters agree. Afer a pause, Deja laughs and isjoirted by mary of the
,4fiicarr American sisters.

DEJA: You outta your mind! Nobody waiting 'ti1 they married before they do the deed.
Not today, no how.
MOLLY: Yes, yes they do!
More laz~ghter.

MOLLY: I did!
The other white sisters nod, sonze sayirtg, "Yeah, I did, " "Me too, " artd so on. The
.4frcnrr Americcm sisters look at them in variovs states of disbeliex skepticis7~zartd
incred~rlip.Deja stops lmtghirtg and studies Molly for n nlonzerrt.

DEJA: Yeah. I guess that's the difference between you and me. That letter ain't got
nothin' to do with me. I don't know nobody that waits until they married.

Molly sfmts to answer; then stops, not krio14'irlgwhat to scy. Ainn looksfion2 Molly to
Deja
AINA: That ain't true, D
DEJA: Yeah it is!
AINA: No it ain't. Look at me.
DEJA (laughing again): You, Aina? You ain't married when you had any of them
babies of yours.
AINA: No, I wasn't. I wasn't doing any of the stuff we talk about here. Me and Lydia,
we was smoking crack every day. Every day. And when the missionaries got to that
Word of Wisdom discussion, I looked at her (poitlts at Lydia) and said, "You know we
gotta stop doing this, right?"

Lydia nods.
LYDIA: She sure did.
AINA: I did. And we both stopped. Had me a no good man stinkin' up my house, told
him to get out. Gettin' rid of the man was easier than getting rid of all the rest. But I
did it, all of it. Threw out my drugs, threw out my liquor. Stopped smoking.
LYDIA: Most of the time
AINA: Long enough to get baptized.

They laugh. The white sisters look concerried
ASHLEY: But you're trying to stop again, Aina.
AINA: Yeah, I'm givin' that last vice up for good. Again.
DEJA: But Aina, you still wasn't married when you had them babies.
AINA: That's what I'm sayin,' Deja. Those babies, those drugs, those everything-all
them choices, they in our pasts. We can't do nothin' about them now, we got to make
do.

Agreement porn both white urld Apicarl Americarl sisters.

AINA: But what we do now, what we do in the future-that's what that letter talkin'
about. Ain't nobody in this room gonna deny that a good father would sure be nice to
have around, for all our babies. We ain't got that. But we can try to teach our babies to
want that. To demand that. For their babies.
Sonze AfPicarl dnzericm~sisters nod. -4few look unconvinced. All white sisters ngree.

DEJA: They don't stand a chance.
AINA: Maybe they don't, D. But then, maybe they do.
Molly studies both the women, thirrkirlg. Lights o~lt.

Morrlirrg. few' morlths before the openirlg scene. A series of doors stretch across the
stage. A street sign reads klennble" on the comer.
"

Elder Smith ar~dElder Whittaker, dressed in dark snits, white shirts, ties arid nmzetags
appr.oach thejirst door, scrlptzires ir~hnrrd. Elder S'nlith wears u backpack. As Elder
Sniith talks, it beconles clear that Elder Whittaker 's had about all he car! take of Elder.
Snzith.

ELDER SMITH: Oh my heck, I can't believe I'm really going tracting. This is it! I've
spent my whole life preparing for this day, Elder, and now I'm really doing it! It's
almost unreal, isn't it, Elder?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.
ELDER SMITH: Three weeks in the MTC, and now I'm finally here, I'm a
missionary! Don't get me wrong, the MTC was great, but they don't call it the
missionary training center for nothing, you know? All that talking and learning, and not
any doing-just thousands of missionaries, learning how to spread the gospel. But now
I'm here, and I'm going tracting! Can you feel the energy, Elder?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.
ELDER SMITH: 'Course, it's probably old hat to you by now, huh Elder? You've been
out here, what, almost a year now, right? Tracting's probably just part of your daily
routine by now, huh?

ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.
ELDER SMITH: But you remember your first day out, though, right? Feeling like
you've finally arrived, after all those primary songs, all those youth firesides, all those
bishop's interviews, all that saving and now, bani! Here you are, living what you've
been looking forward to for nineteen years. You remember that day?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.
ELDER SMITH: It's a great feeling, Elder, just awesome! I feel like I could convert
the entire city of Richmond, right here, right now! Oh wait, hold on. Before we knock,
do you think you could take a picture of me, standing in front of my very first door?
My girlfriend, back home in Idaho-she scrapbooks.
Elder Sl~zithpills out arl enornzorrs camerafrom his backpack and hnrrds it to Elder
Whittcrker, who looks at hill?with ari "me _VOH Kiddir~gP"fccebut takes the cczinera. He
unscrews the lerls cap, whichfalls untroticed to the p r r r d . Elder Smith poses infiorrt
of the door, grirrriirrg arrd yointirig.

ELDER SMITH: Just push the silver button, on top.
Elder Whittcrker takes the srrapshot. Elder S~nithtukes the calnera arrdy~itsit buck
his bag.

iri

ELDER SMITH: Great, just great, this is awesome! Thanks, Elder Whittaker!
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh- huh.
ELDER SMITH: Okay, ready? Do you mind if I-you know, knock? I mean, you're
senior companion, so if you want to-take charge, that's cool. I can watch and
learn.. .whatever you think is best.
ELDER WHITTAKER: No, go ahead, Elder. Be my guest.
ELDER SMITH: Aw, you're the best, Elder! The absolute best! Okay, here I go...
Elder Snzith blocks three hard raps or1 the door. fidstlirrg arrd footsteps sourldfronz
behirrd the door. The misszorrnries wait. Elder Smith grirrs at Elder Whittcrker,jostlirrg
nridfldgetirrg with excitemenf. Elder Whittakerjzrst snziles, krjowirrg[v.
They 14'aitnrrother ~nonlerrt.

Elder Sniith begins tapping hisfoot, looks at his wntch, then knocks again, lo~ider.They
wuit, then Elder Whittuker tlzrrrs to leuve. Elder Smith looks hope3illy at the door, then
at Elder Whittaker, thetr bccck to the door before tz.rmir;gawdfollo~b~itlg
his con~pc~r~iorr.
ELDER SMITH: Well, they're probably at work, right? I mean, it's still morning. That
makes sense.
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.

Ikey uppvocrch the second door. Elder Smith raises his hand to kriock, looks over at
Elder Whittaker with a "doyo~imind?" look. Elder Whittakergest~ires
for him to
corltirrlie. Elder Smith knocks, u bit lo~tderarrdfaster t h y ; the last hmise.
The doorflfinallycracks open.
CONTACT 1: Who there?

Elder Smith c b m s his throat, spares his shmilders, 1ear;s into the crack mid begiws
what's obviolrsly cr rehearsed introdztction.
ELDER SMITH: Hi, we're representatives of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, and we have a special message we'dCONTACT 1: You representin' who?
ELDER SMITH: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and we'd like toCONTACT 1: What church is that?
ELDER SMITH: Well, we're commonly known as the Mormons, but weCONTACT 1: Mormons? What you doin' here, boy?
ELDER SMITH: We'd like to share a special message about the importance of families
andCONTACT 1: You mean white families, don't you?
ELDER SMITH: No, I-

Cowtc~ctI operrs the door all the way.
CONTACT 1: Ain't you the ones that don't let blacks be members of your church?

ELDER SMITH: Oh no, sir, they've always been able to be members of our church,
they just couldn't hold the priesthood for awhile, but since 1978 they can andCONTACT 1: Sounds the same to me. don't it?
Contact1 slanzs the door irl the missionaries 'faces. Elder Whittaker tlrrrls, tm~~lrprised,
and walks to the next door. Elder Snzith sturtds starirrg at the door.

ELDER WHITTAKER: C'mon, Elder.
ELDER SMITH: But I didn't even get to share my message!
ELDER WETITTAKER: Uh-huh.
Elder Snzith hesitates, then tlrn~sand follou~sElder Whittaker, tqvirrg to laldgh it off

ELDER SMITH: Well, nobody said missionary work was easy, did they?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Nope.
ELDER SMITH: We just need to endure to the end, right elder?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh.
Elder Whittaker steps back, iridiccitirrg the door.

ELDER SMITH: Uh, maybe I should watch you this time.
Elder Whittaker shrugs, stepsforumrd artd knocks. The doorflies open, revealirlg
CONTACT 2, u wonzaw with plerr9 of cleavage. Loud mrlsic plays in the backgrolrnd.
She sizes the nlissionmies 1p and down, scowlirrg, as the r~zissioaariesnzuke a concerted
effort to avoid lookirrg at her chest.

ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh, hi, we're missionaries for the Church of Jesus Christ ofCONTACT 2: I know who you are. You're Mormon missionaries, aren't you?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Yes, ma'am, and we'd like to share a message about fdmiliesCONTACT 2: Where all y'all's wives?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Ha, well-

ELDER SMITH (eager to contribute): Oh no, see, polygamy was banned from our
church in 1890. Now if you're a polygamist, you get excommunicatedCONTACT 2: Well I saw a thing on tv about a bunch of polygamists in Utah. Isn't that
where your church is?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Our church is headquartered in Utah, yes, butELDER SMITH: But we're a worldwide church now! We have over 12 million
members spread around the world.
Elder Whittuker gives fly, atinoyed.

CONTACT 2: Well no wonder, with all those wives-I seen a man that had himself six
wives, and one of them didn't look more than but fourteen!
ELDER SMITH: Yes, but they weren't members of our churchCONTACT 2: Well they said they was Mormons!
She slunls the door in theirfilces. Elder Whittcrker iflakes his wcy lo the next &or.
Elder Smith follo~s,somewhat discouraged.

ELDER SMITH: Man, two for two! Rough start, huh?
ELDER WHTTTAKER: Uh-huh.
ELDER SMITH: That's okay, this next one will be golden, I can feel it!
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh. Your turn.
Elder S~tzithkriocks on the door. It opens to reveal cr sweet-lookirig old wolnan who
takes in the numetags and ~7?1iles.
Elder Sn~ithsn~ilesbrocrdly back, thinbrig he curl
firicclly shme his message.

CONTACT 3: People who are going to hell shouldn't smile. Now how can I help you,
young man?
ELDER SMITH: Sorry?
CONTACT 3: That's right, you should be sorry-desecrating the Lord's name with
your angels and golden Bibles. You're leading astray good Christian people!

ELDER SMITH: But we are Christians!
CONTACT 3: No you're not, you're Mormons! And you'll burn in hell for it!
Elder Snzithfrantical[v tries to p1.ill oltt his scriptiires.

ELDER SMITH: No, listen, really, we believe in Jesus Christ, seeShe shrlts the door ql.riet[y.
Elder S~liithlooks in aniazenzent at the shut door. Elder Whittaker shrngs and tlims
dowri the path, rvhistlirrg "Called to Setve. " Elder Smithfollows slou~ly,dejected. They
walk ofitage i~1the opposite direction they eritered. Lightiuig s~rggeststhe passirrg of
day, ir~a d~flerentneighborhood.
e a jacket
~,
slzulg over
The elders 1.tgalk bock onstage lookrrlg a little ~ v o t n - ~ ~ . t ~mit
Elder Whittaker's shmilder; Elder Smith str7igglirlg to maintain nrl ~lybeatattitztde. He
looks at the door infront ofthem, reaches to knock, then stops.

ELDER SMITH: Elder Whittaker?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Uh-huh?
ELDER SMITH: Tracting is a lot harder than I thought it would be.
ELDER WHITTAKER: Yup.
Elder Whittaker gestures at the door, as f s q i n g , "be nzy guest.
to the door, nodding his head and mritterirlg in yreycratiori.

"

Elder S17zifhsteps zly

He knocks on the door, continuirtg to mutter. The door opens slow~ly,revealirig LA
TRELLE, a tirq thirteen year-old. Elder Snzith Ia~mchesinto his ~peechot eye level
before realizirlg hcrlf-lcqv through that he needs to lower his gaze.

ELDER SMITH: Hi, we're missionaries for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, and we have a special message onHe looks down to LA Trelle, who giggles.

ELDER SMITH: Eternal families. Would you like to know more?
LA TRELLE (to the inside of the apartment): Mama!

La Trelle rurrs cnbr.zdv,lecwir~gthe door g~zpirlgopen The missionuries wait, and pretq
soorr .41iY4 COXjills the dootj+ame. She sizes then1 71p with slispiciori.
AINA: You cops?
ELDER SMITH: Who, us? No, no, we'reAINA: 'Cause I already told you I don't know where he at. He ain't been around here
for over a week now, and he took everything with him-even my last food stamps.
ELDER SMITH: Oh, uh, we're not cops, so don't worry about that, but we'd like t o AINA: Who you to say don't worry about it, you ever try to feed three teenagers on
government assistance?
ELDER SMITH: No, I can't say that I have, Mrs.. .
AINA: Ms.
ELDER SMITH: Ms.. .
AINA: Who'd you say you were again?

Elder Smith extends a hand
ELDER SMITH: Hi, we're nlissionaries for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. My name's Elder Smith.

.4irru stares at his harrd, therrfolds her arms across her chest ar~dleafrsugcrirrst the
doo~lfi.al?ze.Elder Snjith tli~-rrsto Elder Whittuker.
ELDER SMITH: And this, this here is Elder Whittaker.

Elder Whittaker rrods. Airm looks at him.
AINA: Why you both got the same name?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Actually, that's not our name, it's a special calling in our
church, for missionaries.

Ainn 's sow 1),4 P7.Y y ~ s h e s p a sher
f thmrgh the d o o n ~ qriotices
,
the missior~mies,crrrd
tiirr~sback to Aina

DAVIS: They botherin' you?
AINA: Not yet, they ain't
Elder Smith reaches vrit to shake Davis' hcrrrd, big grin ow hisface.

ELDER SMITH: Hi, we're missionaries for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints! My name7sElder Smith . . .
While Elder S~nithspeaks, Davis looks him IF and down, looks back at Aincr, then trlrr~s
back and walks do-rvnthe street.

AINA: Where you goin'?
DAVIS: Out.
AINA: Out where?
DAVIS: Just out!
AINA: You come back before dark, you hear? You got all that school work to do!
Duvis nods his head, brlt it 's clem he has no interltions of retrirnirrg.

AINA: I'm serious, Davis, you come back early-no
okay? You hear me?

hangin' around that JJ tonight,

DAVIS: 'Night, Mama.
Aima tr~rnsback to the missiorraries, clew@ upset. She reaches for a cigarette crrrd
lights it.

AINA: So what do you want?
ELDER SMITH: We'd like to share a special message about families, if you have a
minute.. .do you have a minute?
AINA: I got until the end of this cigarette.
ELDER SMITH: Oh, sure, okay. That's great-let
second-

me just get my-hold

on a

Ner-volts r1ow1that he 'sfirtcrlllyable to share his message, Elder Snzith drops his
ottt of them. Elder Smith looks
scriptures. A ntmzber of book murks andpcryersfl~~tter
at Elder Whittaker iw despair as he tries to gather them up. Elder Whittaker steps try
nvld tokes over. Airla smokes ~vhilehe speaks, which causes Elder Snzith to outdo
himselftP1.,irlgto refrainfrom corighirlg audibly.

ELDER WHITTAKER: We believe that God is our loving Heavenly Father and that we
are His children, a part of His family. Through the Atonement of Jesus Christ, God
provided a way for us to live with Him again. The gospel of Jesus Christ helps families
develop stronger relationships. Because families are ordained of God, they are the most
important social unit in time and eternity. They can be a place of safety, peace and joy.
Ainn lataghs and shakes her head, rollirig her eyes.

ELDER WHITTAKER: It's true! A family established on gospel principles will be a
place where the Spirit of the Lord canAitra thro~+~s
her cigarette or) the gr011rrd arrd sttibs it out with herfoot.

AINA: I don't know where you boys are from, or why you're called "elders" when you
look about my son's age, but you're both in need of a reality check. If there is a God,
His spirit sure don't dwell here.
She t~trristo leme. Elder Smith looks at Elder WhittnlZer in de~peration,whojrtst
shrt,tgs-yet ariother rejection.

ELDER SMITH: Wait!
Aina tidrns back, imitated.

AINA: AH I do is wait! Wait for the utilities man to come fix my gas leak, even though
I already put in three work orders; wait for my lease to end so I can find a better
neighborhood, wait for my welfare checks to come in so I can put food on the table;
wait for my son's daddy to get out of prison so he can do his share of parenting for
awhile; wait for my doctor to decide whether my asthma's bad enough I can get
disability. Seems like all I do is wait and nothing comes of it, so tell me, Mr. Elder,
what do yorl want me to wait for?
Elder Smith is com~~letely
ovenvhelnzed by Aima 's mutirtg-both by the tome of her voice
arjd the corlterrt of her Ige. He trdrris to Elder Whittaker, s.tricker1. Elder Whittoker
looks at him with a "tinze to grow rip" expression, then trims to Aincr. There is a lorig
parise as they size one artother up.
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ELDER WHITTAKER: Do you believe God loves you?

Ainu looks at him for ufew seconds, thew tzrrris and begins utulkrr~gback to her door.
ELDER WHITTAKER: Do you?
AINA: Look around you, boy-does

it look like He loves anyone here?

ELDER WHITTAKER: But do you believe God loves you?

Aina lurr~sarozrwd again, crr~py.
AINA: Maybe I did once. Maybe I believed in the tooth fairy, the Easter Bunny and
Santa Claus, tooELDER WHITTAKER: But you believed at one point in your life that God loves you?
AINA: What does itELDER WHITTAKER: Did you ever pray that He would help you?
AINA (startled): What?
ELDER WHITTAKER: Did you ever, at some point in your life, pray that God would
send you help?
AINA (laughing it off): Sure, but between you and me, I think the utilities man is more
likely toELDER WHITTAKER: Okay, so at some point in your life you believed God loves
you. And you prayed that He would help you-maybe a long time ago, maybe more
recent. Maybe even last night.
AINA: So?
ELDER WHITTAKER: So how do you know God didn't send us?
AINA: What.?
ELDER WHITTAKER (slowly): How do you know that we're not God's answer to
your prayer?

Ainu considers this idea skeptically, bzit considers it r~onetheless.

ELDER WHITTAKER: You'll never know unless you hear us out.
.4irla deliberates in the doonblq, lookirig crt the fi.r1onzissiortmiesfor n lorig monzerrl.
Fittally she rtods arid operis the door, irtdicctirlg with her head that they car] emter.
Lights dwri.
Erid p l q .
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